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THE ROHRBACH CHRONICLES

A Word from the Writer
My fascination with Adolf Karl Rohrbach (Gotha, Germany, 1889-1939) may seem surprising.
He is not the foremost German aviation pioneer with a name surviving to this day.
I came across Dr.-Ing. Rohrbach while searching the literature on early aviation for an
answer to the question why it took the aviation industry so long before it could build
airliners that could cross the Atlantic Ocean comfortably. I found not only obvious reasons,
but also that there are some intricate relationships involving physical quantities such as
weight, strength, lift, speed, air resistance and required power. It took the early pioneers
some years (in fact twenty, from 1920 to 1940) to work out a workable balance between
these, whereby it must be noted that proper materials, theoretical knowledge and
reliable/powerful propulsion units were all lacking at the outset. Lack of finances, of course,
was a story by itself.
Aircraft design has the quality of art. Next
to the required function of the artifact being
created, the designer/artist is very concerned
with its form. The choice of material is also a
most critical one. In this respect, after a
period of hesitation, the final choice in the
Twenties, especially in Germany, was for duraluminum. The three outstanding pioneers in
the field of all-metal airplane construction
were Hugo Junkers, Claude Dornier and Adolf
Atlantic Aircraft Design by Rumpler (ca. 1922) Karl Rohrbach. They laid down the principles
of construction and built the prototypes. All
three had had their professional baptism during the First World War. After the war they
tried to apply their knowledge and experience to the creation of airplanes for passenger
transport. The ultimate challenge was to design passenger aircraft to cross the Atlantic
Ocean.
In the account of this process, Adolf Rohrbach takes his place as a headstrong,
independent young thinker. He went his own way, employing a characteristic all-metal type
of construction and choosing design parameters, such as size and form, which departed
characteristically from choices made by his peers. He was not afraid to expound his views,
both on design and production methods, in articles and lectures to learned assemblies. He
fervently promoted his ideas before government officials and the military (hoping no doubt
to gain their financial support).
Adolf Rohrbach already delivered his master piece at an early stage. In 1919, at the end of
the First World War, he unveiled at Staaken Airport, Berlin, a four-engine all-metal commercial airliner for twelve passengers, to be used on the ‘Zeppelin-route’ between Berlin and
Friedrichshafen. The airplane, called E 4/20, was far ahead of its time, but it had to be
destroyed because of the stipulations of the Armistice Treaty of Versailles.
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It is from this point in time that my interest in Rohrbach widened from pure technical
matters to the dramatic events of his personal life. He succeeded in obtaining sufficient
orders from abroad to found his own company. He hired a number of outstanding coworkers. He became an entrepreneur and budding industrialist, finding himself spending
more time in conference rooms than behind his drawing board. In fact, as time passed, the
struggle to keep his firm afloat took more and more of his effort and energy.
Although his company did succeed in building several long range airplanes to cross the
Atlantic Ocean, accidents and propulsion problems interfered with their final success. Thus
his life-time ambition was thwarted by bad luck, insufficient funds and, on top of all that, the
economic catastrophe of 1929. Finally, totally dependent on the support of ‘das Reich’, he
lost all freedom of individual action and, from the moment the Nazi’s took control of the
aviation sector in 1933, he had to follow their orders.
Adolf Rohrbach was a man of high intelligence and cheerful character. Evidently he
enjoyed the good life and he traveled widely. He worked hard, earned money, borrowed
more money and received subsidies. He married a beautiful woman with an artistic career of
her own. They played their part in Berlin society. They travelled, owned horses and gave
parties.
Then, slowly, the tables of fortune turned and the shadows of the upcoming war reached
out to undermine Rohrbach’s position in a fatal way. His life ended in tragedy.
gjs
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The Rohrbach Chronicles
ADOLF KARL ROHRBACH 1889-1939
Books on the history of aircraft-construction often state that the first true allmetal airplanes were built by three great German pioneers: Junkers, Dornier and
Rohrbach. Even today, in 2014, the first two names are still known to the
average aviation enthusiast. Apparently the airplanes of Junkers and Dornier
made a lasting impact during the first half of the twentieth century (certainly
on the inhabitants of Great Britain, who suffered from their bombs in World
War II).
The name of Adolf Rohrbach, however, has slipped from our collective memory.
What happened to him?

Prewar: 1889 – 1913
ADOLF KARL ROHRBACH, son of Carl Rohrbach and Elisabeth Stoeßer, is born on the 28th of
March, 1889. Carl Rohrbach is an important citizen of Gotha, capital of the County of
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Sachsen-Gotha in Thüringen. He is the principal of the Oberrealschule, adviser to the local
Government (‘Geheimrat’) and a well respected amateur astronomer who, at his own
expense, builds a thirty meter brick tower with an observatory on top that stands to this day
at the Galbergstraße (Rohrbachturm). He brings up his children (nine in total) with iron
German discipline and is the author of two logarithm tables.
Adolf Rohrbach studies at the Technische Hochschule in Darmstadt, where he graduates in
shipbuilding. His first employer is the important Blohm & Voss shipyard in Hamburg.
[Longyard; H.Herb, ‘Pioniere der Luftfahrt’]

World War I: 1914 – 1918
Career
“Following his decision in the fall of 1914 to
start the construction of heavier-than-air
aircraft in Friedrichshafen at the Bodensee,
Count Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin gives
Claude Dornier the task to specialize in the
building of flying boats.”
In 1914 Adolf Rohrbach leaves Blohm
& Voss to work for Claude Dornier (portrait
on page 20). Apparently there exists a
formal statement that he is aboard the first
flight of the Dornier Do-Rs II flying boat in
July 1916.[H.Herb] This fact is remarkable,
as later on Adolf Rohrbach is only rarely
seen aboard test flights of his own airplanes.

Dornier Rs-II Flying Boat (1916)
However: “…the cooperation between Dornier and the five years younger Rohrbach two inventive minds of the first order - was probably not simple and in 1917 Rohrbach has
himself transferred to the Zeppelin factory in Berlin-Staaken. In that factory so called
“Riesenflugzeuge” are being built, giant bi-planes with a span of forty meters and four or five
engines. It was hoped that the experience gained could be used after the war to build
airliners.“[H.Herb]
In fact the transfer of Adolf Rohrbach to the Zeppelin factory at Staaken is at the request
of Prof. Alexander Baumann, Chief Designer, who needs an engineer with experience in light
metal construction. [Haddor/Groß]. When near the end of the war Prof. Baumann leaves
Zeppelin Staaken, Rohrbach becomes Chief Designer (Haupt Konstrukteur). Baumann
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resumes teaching at the University of Stuttgart, until 1924, when he goes to work for the
Mitsubishi Co. in Japan. In 1928 he returns to Germany, where he dies shortly thereafter.

1919 – 1921
Design Work , the E 4/20 and its wings
"Rohrbach, who in the meantime had been appointed to Chief Designer of the Staakener
factory, begins in May 1919 with the construction of a four engine transport plane [for twelve
passengers], finishing it end 1920. This ‘E 4/20’ high-wing monoplane is a huge technical
improvement over the Staaken externally braced biplanes. The biplanes were designed with
a wing loading of approximately 45 kg/m 2 (weight airplane divided by wing area), which
value was common practice at that time in order to limit the landing and take off speeds.
Rohrbach has taken for his new design the unheard of high load of 80 kg/m2 . In this
development he is ahead of his time by about 10 years. The new airliner first flies on
November 9, 1920. It turns out that even with the higher wing loading and thus the increased
landing speed (120 km/h instead of 75 km/h) a safe landing is possible..." [H.Herb]

The worlds first 4 engine all metal airliner, the Zeppelin Staaken E.4/20 (design Rohrbach)
In a lecture later on that year he gives a full description of his remarkable creation. A
small fragment from a translation by NACA: 1
“…In the period from May, 1919 to September, 1920, the Zeppelin Works at Staaken
[Berlin] built a swift traffic airplane, designed by myself, equipped with four 260 hp
Maybach engines. Its empty weight is 6072 kg, which could be considerably reduced in
building another on the basis of present experience. With a total weight of 8500 kg, the
airplane has the exceptionally high wing loading of 80 kg/m2, while the load per hp is 8.5 kg.
The speed of the airplane is 211 km/h at 100 rpm below the full rpm of the engine.
The four identical engine units are entirely independent of each other and completely
separated from the central fuselage occupied by the passengers and crew, The engines rest
on strong duraluminum brackets at the front edge of the wings, each engine driving a
propeller directly, whereby the high speed insures satisfactory efficiency. On the carburetor
side of each engine there is a space in the engine nacelle from which a mechanic, fully
protected from the slip stream, can watch the engine and remedy slight troubles [!]
1)

by A.K.Rohrbach, translated by NACA from the "Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher Ingenieure",
June 4, 1921.
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The engines can be reached during flight through a passageway inside the wing. Inside
this passageway are the aileron- and carburator controls, as are also the gasoline pipes. It is
amply ventilated and warmed by the heat from the engines and facilitates communication
between the members of the crew, since the noise of the engines is greatly deadened…”
(The practice of in-flight maintenance originates of course with sea ship and then airship
operation. Out of necessity, because of the trouble-prone engines of the time, the practice is
taken over by early aircraft builders like Zeppelin, Sikorsky, Rohrbach, Dornier and others.
But even Boeing, who builds his successful Model 314 Atlantic Clipper as late as 1938, makes
provision for in-flight engine maintenace via passage ways inside the wings.)

The Zeppelin Staaken E 4/20, designed by Adolf Rohrbach
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Adolf Rohrbach uses an unique patented construction for the cantilever wing, shown
schematically below under Figs.1, 4 and 6.
(Fig.2 and Fig.3 refer to conventional wings with three or more spars and transverse ribs.)

Rohrbach connects firmly the two parallel spars by the upper and lower skin of the wing,
forming in this way a long central box. The skin has a load bearing function. In this way a
central girder is created in the form of a longitudinal rectangular tube, that has at regular
intervals bulkheads (Fig.4.) to provide torsional strength. The side view of the box spar is as
Fig.5 or alternatively as Fig.7. For flying boats, selected bulkheads and sections of the spar
webs may be made of full plate, to create, where needed, airtight compartments in the wing.
The profiled leading. and trailing portions of he wing are lengthwise secured to the box spar.
(See also photograph on page 50.) On the landplanes a hinged connection between the
leading wing portion and spar is used, so that the front end of the wing can be swung
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upward for inspection and maintenance of the control rods for the aileron and engine
carburators and the fuel lines.
It comes as a great disappointment that, under the stipulations of “Versailles”, the Allies
demand the E 4/20 to be dismantled. The same fate applies to a smaller two-engine
commercial plane of Rohrbach’s design. The restrictions of “Versailles” also hit designs of
Junkers and Dornier for 4-engine monoplanes with large wing spans (featuring conventional
low wing loads). Rohrbach at least has been able to get his machine to the test phase. In fact,
about 15 successful test flights are made (lecture 1922). Landing the big plane at ‘high’
speeds does not prove difficult thanks to the carefully designed large landing wheels and
patented telescope suspension system (see page 28).

Career; Study
Adolf Rohrbach finds in this hectic and exciting end-of-war period the time to study for a
promotion at the Technische Hochschule Berlin-Charlottenburg under Prof. Dr.-Ing. von
Parseval. The title of the dissertation which he submits on November 5, 1920 is:
“Beziehungen zwischen der Betriebssicherheit der Flugzeuge und der Bauart ihrer Kraftanlagen”2

Technische Hochschule Berlin- Charlottenburg ca. 1900
In this doctoral thesis Rohrbach builds on his experience at the Zeppelin Staaken Werke
with building long-range “Riesen” bombers for raids to the South of England. He analyzes
some statistics that have been gathered from these bombing raids. An average flight took 6
hours. Of the 110 flights made, 41 experienced serious trouble with the power trains
(engines, cooling systems, fuel systems, gear boxes, couplings, air screws), leading often to
emergency landings. Apparently the reliability of the engines is a problem for any flight
lasting more than a few hours. This is of course a major concern for those who are
contemplating the design of long-range passenger aircraft.
The R-airplanes are built in many configurations with two, three, four or five engines,
also two engines driving a single propeller and arrangements with a central power room in
the fuselage driving multiple propellors via (long) transmission shafts. [see Haddow & Gross]
Rohrbach shows by calculation that from a standpoint of reliability the simple independent
arrangement of engines is to be preferred (indeed it is the only arrangement that is still used
today). However, if the attending board mechanics can reach the engines during flight, the
operational time between failures can at least be doubled.. More often than not the mechanic
can correct minor problems such as leaking oil and cooling water piping and gaskets, before
2)”Operational

Reliability of Airplanes in relation to the Design of their Propulsion systems”
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the situation deteriorates. Another interesting observation is that engines with gearboxes
have a twenty percent higher chance of failure. Rohrbach furthermore calculates extensive
tables of the probability of forced emergency landings when a multi-engined airplane loses
the function of one or more power plants. Will it be able to continue its flight? As he shows
analytically, much will depend on the measure in which the engines have power (and
cooling capacity) to spare. Probably three engines, maybe even two, can keep a four-engine
airliner in the air if the ratio of airplane weight over remaining total engine power is not too high.3.
As is his style, he adds a practical commercial note to these technical considerations. In
his opinion the premiums for insurance of airplanes and passengers should be based on the
conclusions of his work and should pay attention to the specific circumstances of each flight.

1921
Versailles
The German aviation industry is limited in its growth by the stipulations of the Versailles
Treaty which forbids the construction of airplanes that can carry more than 600 kg and are
faster than 170 km/h. The German aircraft designers/entrepreneurs find their way around
these restrictions, and the Government, anxious to preserve the accumulated industrial
experience and equipment for future rearmament, supports them with covert subsidies.
[Budraß]

Economy
…the mark began to slide in 1921, when it dropped to 75 to the dollar; the next year it fell to
400 and by the beginning of 1923 to 7000…
…On the occupation of the Ruhr [by France] in January 1923, it fell to 18,000 to the dollar; by
July 1 it had dropped to 160,000; by August 1 to a million. By November 1923, when Hitler
thought his hour had struck, it took four billion marks to buy a dollar, and thereafter the
figure became trillions. German currency had become utterly worthless. Purchasing power
of salaries and wages was reduced to zero. The life savings of the middle- and working class
were wiped out…[Shirer, p.61]

Study; Career
The oral examination of Adolf Rohrbach’s doctoral work is on March 5, 1921
After the definite closure of the Staaken works in the summer of 1921 there is talk that
Adolf Rohrbach will associate himself with Anthony Fokker. Fokker, who after the war has
absconded with his complete airplane factory to native Holland and who is not bound by the
regulations of Versailles, wants to be initiated by Rohrbach in the methods of construction of
metal aircraft.
Rohrbach however prefers to join the design office of the Austrian airplane and motor
car builder Edmund Rumpler, who is working at that time at plans for an Atlantic flying boat.
However, all these deliberations lose their significance when an offer from Japan gives him
financially the possibility to start his own company. [H.Herb]

Design parameter. Power load = Actual weight of airplane / Available total engine power.
Note that aero engines have a Maximum Starting Power that they can deliver for a relatively short
period of time during take-off of a fully loaded airplane. The engine is built to deliver (a lower)
Cruising Power during a flight of indefinite duration. It is the margin between Cruising Power and
Starting Power that can be used in an emergency situation. Also it is to be noted that the airplane gets
gradually lighter during flight. For the maximum power loads of Rohrbach aircraft, see Tables I and II
Obviously a multi-engined plane with a low power load has a lower risk of a forced landing.
3
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1922
Business Rohrbach Metallflugzeugbau GmbH.
In June of 1922 the Rohrbach Metallflugzeugbau GmbH is formed.
Adolf Rohrbach is founder, principal shareholder, managing
director and chief designer. The working capital is 100,000
Reichsmark. [During]
The new firm signs a contract with Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha Ltd
for sea-going flying boats with two engines. The Japanese put a lot
of trust in the 33-year old Dr.-Ing. Rohrbach, as, so far, he can only
point to the single 4-engine Staaken E 4/20 as a fully completed design of his own hand (be it
a very modern one), while his experience with flying boats is based solely on the short time
spent with Claude Dornier at Friedrichshafen/Lindau.
After working out a first design (the Ro-I), work is started on the first boat that actually
will be constructed, the Ro-II. Design and detailed drawing is carried out at Rohrbach’s
modest office at the Friedrichstrasze 203, Berlin. The process is closely followed by Japanese
interns, who copy all the design calculations with great care (including the crossed-out
mistakes). [Conradis] In 1922, the construction of flying boats of this size is prohibited in
Germany. Therefore, with aid of the Japanese, a daughter company is founded in Denmark
under the name: Rohrbach Metal Aeroplane Co. A.S. with a factory (3400m2) and a hangar at
Kastrup airport near Copenhagen. The construction of the first machine takes place during
most of 1923 at Kastrup, while all drawings as well as many parts are prepared in Berlin.
[Hahn] Its first flight will be in November 1923.
Still in 1922, Rohrbach lectures for the Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft für Luftfahrt on the
subject: “Die Vergrößerung dIer Flugzeuge” (“On the building of larger Aircraft”)..4

Rohrbach’s vision on Design and Production
The first impression that one has of the new Rohrbach creations, the Ro-II and the Ro-III
flying boats, is that they are rather oversized. Their wings span nearly 30 meters and their
starting weights are about 6 tonnes.
Within a short span of years Rohrbach’s airplanes of all-metal design will be sold to
Japan, Turkey and Great Britain and eventually to Luft Hansa, which will use them (from
1927 on) on its southern routes to Spain and Italy. In contrast to his Staaken E.4-20, the later
planes have a very stark, angular design, with a minimal number of curved surfaces of the
fuselage or wings. (Metal parts with double curvature are completely avoided.) The wings
have a completely rectangular plan form, while the boat hulls of the flying boats have
rectangular cross section with straight sides. The later models have deep V-shaped keels. The
vertical rudder resembles an upright, simple slab. In fact, it looks as if all parts could be
produced in series by unskilled labor in a simple metal workshop.
He has also strong ideas as to what structural material shall be employed. For hulls and
cabins he strictly avoids the welded steel-tube cages that are common with contemporary
builders. He uses aluminum transverse frames and longerons to which the smooth metal skin
is riveted, as in ships. He opposes tubular constructions because of possible corrosion, insisting on ‘open’ extruded or bent profiles that can easily be inspected.

) The discussion revolves once again around the question how high the wing load should be. As is
commonly assumed: when all linear dimensions of an airplane are doubled its weight will increase
eightfold, the wing area fourfold and the wing load will therefore double. Rohrbach pleads for an even
higher rate of growth for the loading of the wing. In other words: in his opinion large airplanes must
have relatively small wings. This implies higher speeds and therefore higher power requirements.
4
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Photograph showing the angular lines of Rohrbach flying boat design.
This type is also known as Ro-III
In fact, Rohrbach has a vision of patterning the production of aircraft after the automobile industry: relatively untrained labor must be able to build his machines in series with
simple tools and jigs. He has extensive time- and motion studies carried out in preparation
for such production. [Budraß] (This approach seeks to conform to the military’s goal of an
industry geared for war.) One other principle of Rohrbach is to employ outside suppliers as
much as possible, not only for parts but also for services like research. In this manner, capital
investment and personnel costs can be kept to a minimum. [Budraß]
Obviously, Rohrbach is forced to build at least cost. Up to now, his firm is building only
small series of airplanes. He has to cut costs to stay alive and to compete with others, like
Dornier. This austerity reflects in the shape of his creations: a rounded, streamlined wing tip
takes too much time and effort to design and build, and will add little to aerodynamic
performance. So his wings are rectangular in plan view, sporting a cut-off tip. Earlier, when
he built the E4-20, he had had the full potential of the large Staaken plant at his disposition.
The airplane that resulted was certainly esthetically and aerodynamically more pleasing.

Note on Patents
The German airplane manufacturers protected themselves aggressively against patent
infringement, thus in effect impeding technical progress in their own country.
Particularly the Junkers firm was very protective of its rights. For instance, it had the
patent on low mono-wing metal airplanes and, before the war, practically no other firm
dared to use this construction. For years, Rohrbach Metal Flugzeugbau had a battle with
Dornier over the invention of ‘stressed skin’ and over the use of engine mountings on top of
wings of monoplanes, a dispute it finally lost in 1934. The patent fights cost an enormous
amount of money, which in the end was paid for by the Reich, as both parties were kept
afloat by subsidies…
In Germany itself, the application of light metal in aircraft construction was severely
hindered by these patents, while in foreign countries everybody used German ideas. It can
be seen as one of the reasons that Germany lost its original lead in airplane innovation to the
USA by the middle of the thirties.[based on Budraß,p.216]
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1923
Economy
…goaded by the big industrialists and landlords who stood to gain, even though the masses
of the people would be financially ruined, the government deliberately let the mark tumble
in order to free the State of its public debts, also to escape from paying reparations, and to
sabotage the French in the Ruhr. Moreover, the destruction of the currency enabled German
heavy industry to wipe out its indebtedness by refunding its obligations in worthless marks.
The General Staff, disguised as the “Truppenamt” (Office of Troops) to evade the peace
treaty which supposedly had outlawed it, took notice that the fall of the mark wiped out the
war debts and thus left Germany unencumbered for a new war… [Shirer,p.62]

Finance
To finance his fledgling company Rohrbach is in need of financial support. The German
inflation makes international transactions especially difficult.
“Already in the fall of that year, Rohrbach tried to obtain a loan from the Ministerium of
the Army (Reichswehrministerium or: RWM) to help finance his aircraft factory. He hoped
for the Army to cooperate in expanding his development facilities in Berlin to a factory with
200 to 300 skilled workers. In this location all kinds of aircraft, including military, should be
manufactured. The works in Danmark should be kept to circumvent the Veraille Treaty.”
[Hahn] In a memorandum to the Reichswehr he explains his ideas with respect to aircraft
production, stressing the importance to the army of having airplanes of simple construction
in view of easy repair and maintenance. He proposes the participation of the Army in his
production facilities. [Budraß]

Practice & Theorie
Lecture of Rohrbach (see Jahrbuch WGL 1924, p.34): “Konstruktiver Aufbau des Flügels.” In the
next year, Rohrbach lectures again, on the subject: “Neue Erfahrungen mit Großflugzeugen.“
The prototype Ro-II for Japan makes its first flight on November 11 from the beach near
Copenhagen airport. Werner Landmann is the test pilot. [Herb]

1924
Finance; Business
The German currency is revalued with the introduction of the Reichsmark. Its value is about
forty U.S. dollar-cents and remains relatively stable until the stock market crash of 1929.
On March 31 Rohrbach finally receives a first loan from funds of the Reich Ministry of
Transport (RVM, 450,000 Reichsmark). Also the following years the company is heavily
subsidized. Until 1928, she will receive loans, grants and contracts from the Transport
department in the value of over 10.4 million Reichsmarks. "[Hahn]
The money is apportioned as follows:
Loans:
0.7 M RM
Orders for airplanes:
5.9 M RM
Grants:
3.8 M RM [Budraß]
"In this and the following years the RMF company acquires the land in the Sprengelstraße
28-32 and Kiautschoustraße 9-12 in Berlin Wedding. The construction of a factory hall in the
center of the industrial area is started. This has a length of 60 m and a width of 46 m. It is
designed by Berlin architect Werner March, who later becomes the architect of the stadium
for the Olympic games of 1936." [Hahn]
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Apparently Adolf Rohrbach has a taste for quality; he knows how to select the right
architect. Also, to put a part of the subsidies into real estate would appear to be a good policy
in a period of high inflation.

Rohrbach Ro-IV Inverness flying boat (ashore on auxiliary wheels) sold to GB, 1924

Personnel
In 1924 Dipl.Ing. Kurt Waldemar Tank joins the staff of RMF
for a salary of 180 Mark per month. He has studied electrical
engineering at the Technische Hochschule Berlin (1919 –
1924) and becomes Head of Aerodynamics & Testing. Chief
Designer at that time is Dipl.Ing. Steiger. Also on the staff is
Dipl.Ing. Frydag, who during the war will have important
functions at Heinkel and at the RLM.
Tank being a skilled glider pilot in addition to having a
degree in the applied sciences, makes him excellently suited
for his function. From 1924 to the end of 1929 he will have a
decisive roll in every major project of the company. He
introduces important improvements. such as scientifically
designed propellers and fully enclosed cockpits. He performs
hydrodynamic tests on model hulls of flying boats. During
the years he becomes a skilled test
Dipl.Ing.Kurt Tank
pilot of all the Rohrbach prototypes. He has the ability to use his
personal flying experience to make design improvements to optimize
flight characteristics. He also obtains his captain’s license for
commercial passenger airplanes.
At about the same time, the Rohrbach company is joined by DrIng. Herbert Wagner, yet another graduate of the Berlin University.
Having majored at the TH-Graz in ship propulsion and having
obtained his Ph.D. at the TH-Berlin in aerodynamics (1924), he makes
fundamental contributions in the field of the strength of light-metal
Dr.-Ing.Herbert Wagner airplane fuselages and flying boat hulls while at the RMF. He obtains
a number of important German and American patents. His work is
closely followed (and translated) by NACA (National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics)
in the U.S.A. Later he will be known for his work on jets (Junkers) and guided missiles
(Henschel and in the U.S.A.).
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1925
Berlin in the Twenties
William L.Shirer writes about being in Berlin as a young American: (p. 118)
“...[the young American…] escaped [America] from the incredible smugness and emptyness
of the Calvin Coolidge era…[Paris and London] paled a little when one came to Berlin and
München. A wonderful ferment was working in Germany. Life seemed more free, more
modern, more exciting than in any place I had ever seen. Nowhere else did the arts and the
intellectual life seem so lively. In contemporary writing, painting, architecture, in music and
drama, there were new currents and fine talents. And everywhere there was an accent on
youth. One sat up with the young people all night in the sidewalk cafés, the plush bars, the
summer camps, on a Rhineland steamer or in a smoke-filled artist’s studio and talked
endlessly about life. They were a healthy, carefree, sun-worshipping lot, and they were filled
with an enormous zest for living to the full and in complete freedom. The old oppressive
Prussian spirit seemed to be dead and buried. Most Germans one met – politicians,writers,
editors, artists, professors, students, businessmen, labor leaders – struck you as being
democratics, liberal, even pacifist. “

Rohrbach Ro-VII Robbe 1

Business; Expansion; Politics
Rohrbach Metalflugzeugbau GmbH builds flying boats for the Japanese, Turkish and British
navies. [Berl-Arch]. The company has 308 employees. [Budraß]
The RMF makes at least two attempts to challenge the established position of the
succesful Dornier Wal flying boats. RMF partakes in a Kriegsmarine sponsored design
competition with the Robbe I and Robbe II flying boats. (The first type is also demonstrated for
the Royal Dutch Navy.) Next, the Rocco is developed, which machine can also be used as a
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medium sized passenger transport. Despite extensive and highly succesfull trials by the
Kriegsmarine and Luft Hansa, it is the Do-Wal that stays their favourite and the total number
of airplanes produced by Rohrbach never comes even close to the Dornier production.
“Rohrbach builds at the Kiautschoustraße an office building which will also house the
Design Department “. [Hahn]
According to one source the Reich subsidizes the aviation sector this year with 41 million
Mark, of which 31 million are for Junkers. In return the Reich demands a merger of the many
small German airline companies: which leads to the birth of Deutsche Luft Hansa. Erhard Milch
is put in charge of general managment, air routes and engineering; Otto Julius Merkel: finance
and business; Martin Wronsky: marketing and public relations [Irving]

Marriage + Travel + Business
Adolf Rohrbach marries Charlotte Wilhelm (1902, Malschöwen), who studies photography in
Berlin (1922) and is later a photographer for the RMF company.5 The newly weds visit Gotha
in August after which they travel to Japan. Meanwhile, the Mitsubishi-Rohrbach Aircraft
Corporation has been registered in Berlin. Through this company (60% Mitsubishi and 40%
Rohrbach’s) licensing is effected. The Rohrbachs are accompanied to Japan by the component
parts of one Ro-II 5700 kg flying boat, which is put together under the supervision of
Rohrbach’s co-worker Paul Ludwig.[Zuerl]
The Ro-II is tested but its seaworthiness is disappointing. At home, Kurt Tank is hard at
work to remedy this shortcoming with the improved Ro-III version (6300 kg) of which four
[?] will be shipped to Japan at a later date.[Zuerl, Mikesh & Abe] Later in the same year
Rohrbach pays a visit to Turkey, where negotiations with the government take place for the
establisment of a local Rohrbach factory, with a yearly production of no less than 250
airplanes. As it proves impossible to complete the financing for this project, the initial order
is limited to two ‘Rodra’ flying boats, to be built in Germany. [www. kunstforum.de, H.Herb]
As there are great problems with the exchange rate between the two currencies, the Turks
propose to pay for the transaction in tobacco, but Rohrbach foresees great difficulty in
reselling this commodity.

Designs
Aircraft for the UK:: Ro-IV
Inverness; Ro- VI Bero; (both types
with William Beardmore of
Glasgow). Designs for the
Kriegsmarine/Luft Hansa: three
different types of patrol flying
boats in the class of the Dornier
Wal: the Ro-VII Robbe I (3400 kg, 2
units built), the Ro-VIIb Robbe II
(5500 kg) and the Ro-V Rocco
(9700 kg), the last one a general
purpose flying boat funded by
Kriegsmarine with, alternatively,
a capacity for for 10 passengers.
Rohrbach-Beardmore Ro-VI Bero
Dipl.Ing Kurt Tank not only
designs the Robbe I and Robbe II flying boats, he also invents hydraulic brakes on airplane
wheels. The brakes are needed to slow down the giant three engine land-plane Rohrbach5)

Adolf R. had been married before to Annemarie Rauch, from whom he has a daughter called Ursula.
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Beardmore Ro-VI Bero (16.800kg), designed in 1925 for the UK. The detailed drawings for the
airplane are prepared in Berlin. The British William Beardmore Company seems to be an ideal
partner, because they have built a number of metal airships during World War One.6 However, a great deal of time is lost before the actual construction of the airplane starts. The first
flight in 1928 attracts much attention, but shortly thereafter the company goes into
bankruptcy. The giant landing wheel can still be seen in the London Science Museum.
In his subsequent airplane designs, Tank systematically refines the geometry of the wing
and substantially increases the wing load. Like Rohrbach, he holds this to be the only way to
build airplanes of larger size. The resulting higher landing and starting speeds have to be
accepted as an unavoidable consequence.7 A fine example of more conventional RMF design
is the Ro-V Rocco, with a wingspan of 26 meter and a starting weight of 9700 kg one of the
biggest flying boats in the world at that time. [Budraß]. A single unit is built. It is extensively
flown by Luft Hansa on its over-sea lines Lubeck-Kopenhagen-Gotenburg-Oslo and
Marseille-Barcelona under the registration D-1261.

Rohrbach Ro-V Rocco

6)

Among them the R-34, the first flying machine (airship) that crosses the Atlantic Ocean in 1919.
A high wing load, however, has a profound effect on the overall design of the airplane. Although it
leads to smaller wings and therefore smaller structural weight and air resistance, it necessitates the
use of more powerful engines for safe and economic operation. These are relatively heavy, reversing
the trend towards lightness. As a consequence less fuel can be carried and the potential range of the
airplane suffers. This design dilemma of the nineteen twenties is not really solved until light-weight
reliable air-cooled engines are introduced in the next decade.
7)
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The Rohrbach Ro-VIIb Robbe II
Of the flying boats built in these few years, the one-of-a-kind Robbe II (5500 kg) has the most
advanced design. Kurt Tank uses a wing that is very pointed, almost triangular in plan view.
In fact Dr. Rohrbach is concerned with this extreme taper. In the early twenties relatively
weak engines in combination with high wing loadings have more than once lead to start and
landing problems. Stall at a low elevation is a flight condition that has to be avoided. One of
the wings may drop away and bring the plane in a spin from which it can not be recovered
in time.
It is the well known pilot Ernst Udet who shows, unintentionally, that the flying boat is
very safe in this respect. Not being accustomed to heavy airplanes with high wing loads, he
flies the Robbe II much too slow at a height of approximately fifty meters above the water.
To the surprise of everybody, including the famous pilot himself, the airplane stalls and
looses height rapidly, but does not turn into a spin. It hits the water surface hard, but in a
perfectly controlled manner.

The Rohrbach Ro-VIIb Robbe II; Atlantic Contender
As a matter of fact, the engines of the Robbe II are powerful (see Table I). At the same
time, thanks to the pointed wing form, the structural weight is relatively low, allowing the
ship to carry a large fuel- and pay load. One is tempted to think the Robbe II is a showpiece
of Rohrbach Metal-Flugzeugbau, meant to set (Atlantic) records. Ernst Udet is indeed
wondering if he can not persuade Rohrbach to try for an east-to-west Atlantic crossing at
some time in the near future (see 1927).
Actually the Robbe II is launched as a contender for the position of the Dornier Super Wal,
a larger version of the widely used Dornier Wal flying boat of the Kriegsmarine. The machine
is extensively tested by the experts in open sea conditions. To Rohrbach’s great
disappointment it is not chosen as a replacement for the Dornier in spite of its excellent
performance and great test results,
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1926
Rohrbach Ro-VIII Roland for DLH’s partner Iberia

Politics; Economics
 Economic situation in Germany is much improved. [Shirer]
 Shipyard A.G.’Weser’ in Bremen becomes part of ‘Deutsche Schiffs- und Maschinenbau Aktiengesellschaft’ or ‘Deschimag’ [Relikte]
 Limitations of “Versailles”are lifted; Rohrbach moves production to Berlin.

Business
Business seems to shift from flying boats to land planes. Luft Hansa orders six Ro-VIII Roland
passenger planes. First flight of prototype D-991, [Berl..Archiv] Spanish Iberia Airlines (in
which Luft Hansa has a business interest) will be using the Ro-VIII Roland on the longest air
route in Europe: Marseilles – Barcelona – Madrid.
After having received two Ro-IIIa Rodra flying boats, Turkey has taken an option on
thirty new Ro IX Rofix fighter planes.8 These all metal high wing airplanes have a semimonocoque fuselage with elliptical cross section, designed with the theory of Dr.Wagner.
They are powered by a 750 pk BMW engine and can attain a speed of 285 km/h at 3000 m.
With this development RMF offers a whole new product line for the international market.

Financial
Rohrbach applies for more subsidies to cover his debts and to finance production.
He now has to deal with the Stamag 9. This Reichswehr office finds debts outstanding at
RMF of approximately 2.5 M Mark. It proposes to give Rohrbach another subsidy of 2 M
Mark and to convert earlier loans into donations. As colateral it demands an increase in
working capital of 1 M Mark, in which Stamag will participate for 87.5%. It will defer its
voting rights, but it will have the right to inspect all financial transactions and to institute a Board
of Control. Rohrbach is obliged to use future profits to pay off Stamag and cannot sell his own
shares until this liability has been desolved. [Budraß]

Travel
In search of business, Rohrbach is in the USA. He lectures on his views of airplane design
before the Society of Automobile Engineers (a professional organization that, in those days,
includes the engineers of the aircraft industry). The title of Rohrbach’s lecture is:
“Economical Production of All-Metal Airplanes and Seaplanes.”
8)

Lecture of Ole Nikolajsen at Middle East Tech. Uni. Ankara, Turkey on October 3rd, 2005
"Stamag": Stahl u. Maschinengesellschaft mbH. This cover firm was used as a camouflage by the
Reichswehr for Turkish purchases of German arms in 1925-26 and later served to conceal illegal
purchases of military equipment by the Reichswehr within Germany.“ [de.Wiki] “Stamag assesses the
credit standing of the firm that applies for a loan from the Reich and, when needed, formulates
proposals for reorganization.” [Budraß]
9)
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Some authors claim that Rohrbach's presence has a direct influence on American designers
such as Boeing's Claire Egtvedt and Charles Monteith, who are working on the design of the
Boeing Monomail and Jack Northrop who will create in 1929 the famous all-metal Alpha. It is
doubtful, however, if the American engineers learn much from Rohrbach: their own designs
seem more elegant and, even more important, lighter than Rohrbach's. Certainly with respect
to fuselages, the American streamlined semi-monocoque style is more advanced, while on the
subject of wings there seems to be little resemblance between Rohrbach’s box spar,
Monteith’s Warren truss and Northrop’s multicellular wing. At a much later date, however,
we find Boeing using wing spars with Wagner-beams (see illustration below).

Rohrbach Ro-VIII Roland I - Luft Hansa

In the Thirties the Boeing Co. built wings which has box
spars with Wagner beams
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Table I.

RMF Production 1922-1926 [H. Herb, W. Zuerl, H.Giger]
Type

Built Client

Purpose

Weight
kg

Start
Power
pk

Power
Load
kg/pk

1923

Ro-II

2

Japan [1?]

Military Flying
Boat

5700

2 x 395

7.2

1924/25

Ro-III

7?

Japan [4?]

Military Flying
Boat

6300

2 x 460

6.8

1925

Ro-IV
Inverness

1

GB
[ +1 license]

Miltary Flying
Boat

6500

2 x 500

6.5

1925

Ro-VI
Inflexible

-

GB [ 1 under
license]

Bomber

16,800

3 x 610

9.2

1926

Ro-IIIa
Rodra

2

Turkey

Military Flying
Boat

6500

2 x 475

6.8

1926

Ro-VII
Robbe I

2

Germany

Commercial
Flying Boat

3400

2 x 300

5.7

1926

Ro-VIIb
Robbe II

1

Germany

Commercial
Flying Boat

5500

2x
690

4.0

1926

Ro-IX
Rofix

2

Turkey

Fighter

2000

1 x 690

2,9

1926

Ro-VIII
Roland I

6

D.L.H.

Commercial
Airplane

5300

3x
300

5.9

Rohrbach Ro-IX Rofix fighter at Kastrup [Nikolajsen]

1927
A Tragic Setback
The last two planes that are built in RMF’s Copenhagen factory are the prototype Ro-IX’s for
Turkey. Both fly succesfully for the first time in January. The airplane design is based on an
earlier proposal by Rohrbach for a naval fighter plane (‘Miro’) for Mitsubishi. The flight
characteristics are considered excellent by all who fly the plane (including Ernst Udet)
although there are some issues with ‘flat’ spin behaviour [Wiki] . Max. speed at sea level 257
km/h; climb to 1000 meter in two minutes; 8000 meter ceiling.
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Disaster strikes first when on May 15th the first prototype crashes while landing after a
test flight. The pilot, Werner Landmann, is unharmed, but the plane is total loss. Then, on the
15th of July a much more tragic accident occurs. Before a group of important guests, a.o.
Turkish Air Force officers, the remaing Rofix is taken up for a flight by the famous German
war ace and aircraft builder Paul Bäumer. Obviously, Bäumer is a very skilful pilot, as
experienced in test flying and stunt flying as his long time friend Ernst Udet. He takes the
plane to 5000 meters and then puts her in a spin, over the sea, two kilometers off the coast of
Öresund. After several turns he pulls her out to level flight and then starts a second “vrille”.
As the onlookers watch with growing horror, Bäumer prolongs the spinning manoeuver, until
it becomes clear that he has lost control and is unable to level out. The plane crashes in five
meters deep water. When rescuers reach the pilot he has drowned, still strapped in his seat.
Most of the witnesses, many of whom are experienced flyers and who have flown the
plane themselves, believe that it has been a case of human error. At the inquiry, however,
designer Kurt Tank is reprimanded for not having used a conventional bi-plane design(!).
The loss of human life is in the first place a great tragedy. It is also very bad publicity for the
RMF Company.
Turkey cancels its promised order for Rofix fighters.[Nikolajsen]

Economy
The economic situation of Germany has improved considerably; for the first time since the
war, unemployment is well below 1 million (650.000)
America invests in Germany and Germany borrows up to $7 billion between 1924 and
1930. [Shirer].

Finance
Rohrbach signs the contract with Stamag in May. RMF’s working capital is increased to one
million Mark. Rohrbach is sole shareholder and managing director. He gets a verbal
assurance from Stamag that important orders will come his way. Effectively the Rohrbach
Metalflugzeugbau has become a semi state-owned company. “ Rohrbach receives from now on
only the salary of a managing director, which will help refute the rumors of him leading a
spentful life, as exemplified by the gossip that his riding horses were flown in at a ‘Flug-tag’
in St. Moritz at the expense of the Reich.…“ [Budraß]

Lindbergh’s Flight
Charles Lindbergh’s non-stop flight from New York to Paris in May
1927 once more turns general public attention to the challenge of the
Atlantic and its rich potential for air travel.
Even more exciting, two weeks later, on June 6th, the Americans
Charles Levine and Clarence Chamberlin land near Berlin after a direct
43 hour flight from New York in a small
Bellanca
aircraft.
They
receive
a
tumultuous welcome. During the days
that follow, they visit the Rohrbach factory, where they are shown the Rocco allCharles Lindbergh
metal flying boat.
(1902-1974)
Rohrbach makes plans with Ernst
Udet, to use the Robbe II boat for an East-West crossing via the
Azores, early the following year. A trial long-distance flight is
undertaken by Ernst Udet and Kurt Tank, but to the great
disappointment of all concerned, unreliable engines and a
Charles Levine
disintegrating propeller literally scuttle the attempt. Fortunately
(1897-1991)
the crew, including Udet and Tank, are saved.
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Claude Dornier and his mighty creation, the 12-engine Do-X flying boat

Althenrhein, on the south shore of the Bodensee
In the promising light of future Atlantic travel, the Reichsverkehrsministerium decides
to stimulate the building of large passenger aircraft by means of subsidies. Junkers receives
aid to build his almost-flying-wing, the G-38. In Switzerland, Dornier can build the
Altenrhein factory for the huge Kriegsmarine-subsidized Do-X flying boat. Also Rohrbach
will get the opportunity to realize his dream of building trans-Atlantic passenger planes.

The Junkers G-38 carries passengers in its wings
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Wedding
The public’s fascination with aviation
reaches new heights. In this spirit, two
RMF staff members decide to get
married to their brides in an air-borne
church service aboard the prototype
Ro-VIII Roland that has been equipped
for the occasion with a small altar,
candles, floral decorations and a
grammophone to play the wedding
music. They call upon Reverand
Teichmann, of the Osterkirche, next to
the Rohrbach factory in Wedding, to
perform the ceremony. He willingly
agrees and, although he has some
trouble making himself heard above Wedding over Wedding; Reverand Teichmann in center.
the noise of the three 240 hp engines, the sacrament is consecrated effectively in mid-air
between the Osterkirche and the Kaiser Wilhelm Gedächtniskirche. His ecclesiastical
superiors read about it in the Berliner Zeitung. Knowing no lightness of heart, they turn the
happy occasion into a scandal and the good minister is released from office. [Vliegveld]

Expansion
The Rohrbach factory at the
Sprengelstraße is enlarged.
The main entrance to the
production hall is now located
at the Kiautschou-straße. The
extension is needed as a result
of Luft Hansa’s intention to
support the development of
trans-Atlantic flying boats.10
Up to 600 people will be
engaged in the production of
these aircraft during the next
few years in the factory in the
Sprengel- and Kiautschoustraße. [Hahn]
Deutsche Luft Hansa
orders also nine additional RoVIII Roland passenger transBorough of Wedding in the center of Berlin
ports. At the price DLH is
paying it is doubtful however, if RMF will make any profit on this deal. [Budraß] On April 13
a Ro-VIII for the first time crosses the Alps to land in Milan. Five more flights follow during
the month of May to initiate DLH’s line München, Milan, Rome.
In this same year Herbert Wagner takes leave to become a Professor at Universität
Dantzig and later at the TH Berlin. His pioneering work at RMF is laid down in numerous
patents on sheet metal construction. The “Wagner beam” is one of his inventions—a
composite lightweight beam designed to carry bending and torsion loads (see drawing p.17).
10)

In fact, by September 1927 RMF has its preliminary design for an Atlantic flying boat completed
and patented.
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1927: When the going was still good:
Erhard Milch, Adolf und Charlotte Rohrbach, Otto Julius Merkel, Martin Wronsky
(directorate of Deutsche Luft Hansa) in front of Rohrbach Ro-VIII Roland passenger airplane.

1928
Business; Production
To the surprise of many, Luft Hansa
confirms its order for three large RoX “Romar” flying boats for its South
Atlantic route. The order is placed by
Otto Julius Merkel, not without
criticism from his fellow Luft Hansa
directors, who fear DLH’s Atlantic
ambitions might raise questions in
the Reichstag about the large
subsidies going to aviation. [Irving]
These fears are well-founded, as
developments in 1929 will show.
“The 20-ton Romar all-metal
flying-boat was designed in five
months by some eighty engineers.
and in another five it was flying.“11
In fact, the first test flight of the
prototype
Romar,
baptized
Ro-X Romar
“Hamburg”, takes place on August 7
at 5 a.m. over the Pötenitzer Wiek
near Travemünde, piloted by Captain Hermann Steindorf. He only needs 14 seconds for lift
off. Later in the day, a second flight is made with eleven passengers, among which are Mr. &
Mrs. Adolf Rohrbach and Mr. Otto Merkel from DLH.

11)

Dipl.Ing. Frydag in his lecture “Concentration of Aircraft Development, Flight magazine 1957.
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Adolf Rohrbach, Hermann Steindorf, Otto Merkel
For sea planes, high wing loads seem acceptable, but Tank gets into a conflict with Luft
Hansa regarding the Roland land-planes, for which he ultimately has to increase the wing
area. (The installation of wing flaps as high-lift devices during start and landing is not yet
accepted design practice.) Indeed many of the troubles that Rohrbach experiences with his
creations seem to have been related to the combination of high wing loads and insufficient
engine power. leading more than once to flight situations close to stalling speed.
Three of the earliest Luft Hansa Ro-VIII Roland passenger planes are flown to the secret
German army proving grounds in Lipezk, Russia and converted into experimental bombers
(“Ro-XII Roka”). The trials are unsuccessful and discontinued.
At the end of 1928, one more Romar flying boat is ordered for France as a 1.000.000
Mark Reparation payment to that country.
In 1928, at the zenith of its existence, Rohrbach Metallflugzeugbau employs 446 skilled workers
and a staff of 171. [Budraß] Adolf Rohrbach’s youngest brother Otto (1900-1982) joins the
management team of the RMF company.

Trans-Atlantic
First east-to-west crossing by airplane of the North Atlantic is succesfully made by Messrs.
Hermann Koehl, James Fitzmaurice and Baron Günther von Hünefeld in the single engine Junkers
W-33 “Bremen”. Captain Koehl is a night-flight specialist of Luft Hansa,

Construction details of the Ro-X Romar
“Development of the Rohrbach Romar (‘Rohrbach Marine’) was started in 1927 as a threeengine flying boat, giving Deutsche Luft Hansa a much desired transatlantic capability. The
main design parameters of the Romar, which succeeded the unsuccessful Rocco, were a
payload of 1100 kg to be carried over a range of 4000 km.
The machine displayed the extremely advanced design and construction philosophy
typical of the RMF. The high-set wing was of all-metal cantilever design, based on the
Rohrbach-patented wide-chord central box-spar, the leading and trailing edges being bolted
to this spar to make the whole wing watertight. Of considerable depth, the wing showed
considerable taper in both thickness and chord. The deep duraluminum-covered hull had a
single-step planing bottom of sharp shape.”
“In the fashion of the time the Romar’s three 600/750 hp BMW VI inline engines were
located on pylons above the wing, driving huge, 4.5 meter (non-adjustable) pusher
propellers. The central engine was placed farther forward then the flanking units.”[Chant]
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Romar Flying Boat Patent
As Rohrbach is anxious to have his Romar flying boat built under licence in other countries,
he files a patent application in Germany in September 1927. The patent is published in the
United States in 1933 by the Rohrbach Patent Corporation of Delaware. As it is impossible to
claim the invention of a complete airplane, the patent concentrates on the specific properties
of the design that are meant to ensure seaworthiness. In this connection the triangular
geometry of the wings and rudders is cited, as well as the shape and position of the hull and
side floats:
“The object of the invention is a hydro-airplane characterized by the combination of
supporting wings of strongly pronounced trapezoidal shape on which the engines are supported
by open lying struts, with a floating system consisting of a fuselage designed as a boat and
two lateral supporting floats arranged near the total centre of gravity of the airplane.”

Rohrbach Ro-X Romar
“While it is not novel to use slightly trapezoidal-shaped wings for monoplanes, the
application of the strongly pronounced trapezoid shape reduces the surfaces of the outer
ends of the wings of a hydroplane so that it is influenced in a correspondingly smaller degree
by the side wind. The diminution of the danger of capsizing may be considered as a means of
imparting to a hydroplane good sailing properties, even to such a degree that it may be suited
for the high-sea service.”
Furthermore: “...The floating system consists on the one hand of the fuselage of the
airplane designed as a boat and on the other hand of two floats arranged close to its sides...
...so that even in rough weather the hydroplane rests rather quietly on the water…
...The endeavour to reduce as far as possible the influence of the side wind on the boat,
is still further promoted by mounting the screw engines [sic] far above the supporting planes
[=wings] on open lying struts. ...For conserving the balance of the floating hydro-airplane it
is a further advantage to give the vertical and horizontal tailplanes a distinctly tapering form
towards their outer end so that a turning moment exercised by the side wind on the
longitudinal axis of the airplane, has a relatively small bearing..”
Finally, there follow some claims with respect to the boat’s aerodynamic properties:
“…Taking off is essentially facilitated by the wings which owing to their favourable form
have a maximum lifting power.12
Another characteristic feature of the invention consists in that an at least13 three-engined
power plant is used, the central engine being located above the two stabilizing floats. The
12)

This claim would be hard to prove.
At the time of patent application (1927) the number of engines is apparently still under
consideration. In hindsight, four instead of three engines might have been better.
13)
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screws which are connected by means of short shafts, are arranged as pushers, so that the slip
stream is freely flowing and the very important air flow over the wing nose is not impaired owing to
the screws being arranged above the rear part of the wing surface. Moreover, with this
arrangement of the pusher screw engines the airscrews are efficiently protected against spray
water both at the start and on alighting, and the great depth of the wing root act as a
protective screen for the driving means…”[italics by gjs]

One More (Mystery) Flying Boat

Rohrbach Ro-XI Rostra
“At the same time, October 1928, the testing of one more flying boat for the Atlantic, the
Rohrbach Ro-XI “Rostra” (“Rohrbach SeeTransport”) is being completed at Travemünde. The
plan is to depart with this machine on January 2, 1929 for a flight across the South Atlantic
via the Azores. The only passenger will be Ms Mildred Johnson, (of Philadelphia), who will
collect the necessary freight and conduct a sales promotion campaign for Brazilian
cigarettes.” [Flight Magazine, Dec 6, 1928]
Two air cooled Bristol “Jupiter” 515 hp engines, built under license by French Gnôme
Rhône, provide the power, and the range of the machine is [estimated at] 3600 km. The
beautiful machine, a derivative of the Robbe II, has fully cantilevered wings. For the
construction, major parts of the Robbe II are used and the resulting boat resembles a smaller
version of the Romar. Unfortunately, the attempt has to be abandoned, as the engines are not
able to deliver the required power for take-off with a load needed for an Atlantic crossing.
The Rostra is Rohrbach’s first and only model with radial, air cooled engines. Replacing
them by more powerful water cooled engines (as Dornier does on his Do-X) implies a weight
penalty. Apparently the time for this type of engine has not yet come. Rohrbach’s private
project ends with a loss of some 800,000 Mark. [Wagner, Wolfgang]

Travel
During the successful tests of his Romars and in full expectation of an immanent transAtlantic triumph, Adolf Rohrbach wastes no time and travels at the end of 1928 to the United
States hoping to find there a market for his long range flying boats.

1929
Career
Dr.-Ing. Adolf Karl Rohrbach receives honorary degree in engineering at T.H. Danzig.
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Personnel
At the beginning of February a large part of the production personnel are laid off as no new orders
materialize.
By the year end, Rohrbach's chief designer, Kurt Tank leaves the firm in a dispute with
its founder. In Tank's opinion, future trans-Atlantic airplanes should be conceived as land
planes. Airplanes are meant to move in the air and one should not try to build them to
withstand the worst types of weather on the surface of the open sea. The resulting planes
will be too heavy for economical usage, while true seaworthiness is not within reach. He agrees
with Prof. Hugo Junkers that the answer lies in securely constructed, lighter, land-planes,
which will have to be made so reliable that water landings are never necessary. Kurt Tank
leaves RMF and, after some wanderings, joins the firm of Focke-Wulf in 1931, where in due
course he becomes Director of Engineering and one of Germany’s leading aircraft designers
(see also p. 47)

USA “Powder Puff Derby” 18 Aug 1929; Adolf Rohrbach next to Amelia Earhart (center)

Severe Problems
There have been severe setbacks in the Romar program. The first two flying boats,
“Hamburg” and “Bremen”, are delivered to Luft Hansa, but during a test flight of 2700 km
with the Hamburg on August 20 it is found that the machine has insufficient range for
Atlantic passenger service.14 The machines are therefore delegated for service in the Baltic.
The two Romars are followed by a third, the “Lübeck”, an updated version, which is to
be powered by engines (750 hp BMW VI Uz) with the proper reduction gear. This is hoped to
increase range, speed and payload. [Chant] Apparently, BMW fails again to deliver the
improvement. Altogether, the difficulties severely damage Rohbach’s reputation. [During]

“Rohrbach-Romar Wreck”
Before commencing scheduled service in the Baltic, two more special flights are planned, one
of them a postal flight across the South Atlantic. Most unfortunately, both Romars crash on take14)

RMF claims that the engine manufacturer has equipped its BMW VI engines with the wrong
reduction gear. The huge (4.5 meter) wooden, unadjustable propellers rotate therefore with the wrong
speed and give poor performance. As the range of any aircraft is directly proportional to its
propulsion efficiency, the Romars fail dramatically in their range.[During]
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off in separate incidents, one because of engine failure. the other being hit on take-off by an exceptional
high wave The two craft sink, but no human life is lost. Severely damaged, the flying boats are
salvaged and returned to Berlin. [Becker]
“Furious was Dr. Adolf K. Rohrbach, head of the Rohrbach Metall-Flugzeugbau, who was in
Manhattan last week. One of the three huge trimotored Rohrbach-Romar seaplanes his company has
built for Luft Hansa’s trans-Atlantic service crashed at Travemünde, Germany, floated for 90
minutes, then sank. Thirteen passengers and crew were saved. The crash was due to test flying at low
speed. The sinking was because hull portholes and bulkhead doors had not been closed as Dr. Rohrbach
had ordered.”[AERONAUTICS: Flights & Flyers: Sep. 23, 1929]

Travel
For most of the year 1929 Adolf Rohrbach stays in the U.S.A., where he attempts to sell
licenses for his Romar flying boats and to launch the “All-Metal Flying-Boat Corporation”,
an intended joint venture with the General Aviation Co. (formerly US Fokker Corp.). His
efforts are thwarted by the publicity around the Romar accidents in Europe and ultimately
by the great Wall Street crash of October 24, 1929.
He has no personal money left and
has to appeal to Anthony Fokker to pay
his return fare to Europe. Fokker is a man
who never gives anything away and he
obtains in exchange the right to use RMF’s
unique patented design of telescopic
supports for landing wheels.15
While Rohrbach is in the United
States he uses the opportunity to publish
an article in the American weekly
'Aviation', in which he criticizes the
performance of the Do-X, the flagship of
his competitor Dornier. Upon return,
frustrated by his grave financial situation,
he sues Dornier anew for a breach of
patents (Reichspatent 392894) related to
the mounting of engines on top of a monowing flying boat. The patent disputes
continue until 1934.

Budget Cuts

Rohrbach's patent on landing wheels

Even before the onslaught of the great economical world crisis, the
Reichstag decides to cut the large subsidies to the aviation sector
by 50%. [Vliegveld] Rohrbach is promised a mere 300.000 Mark for
the investment he has made in production facilities for the Romar
and 500.000 Mark for their completion. [Budraß]
Even more desastrous, the Reichsverkehrs-ministerium
strikes the Rohrbach Metal-Flugzeugbau GmbH from its “Liste der
durch Staatsaufträge zu subventionierenden Flugzeughersteller” (“List
of aircraft manufacturers qualifying for subsidies through State-orders.”)
and Stamag is told to liquidate the firm. [Berl.Arch.; Pophanken]
Otto J. Merkel (1926)

15)

as told by Walter Zuerl, p 495
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By going to court Rohrbach is able to forestall proceedings
until 1931. [R. Byers] During the debate on aviation subsidies, the
Reichstag decides not only to cut funds for the manufacturing of
airplanes but also for the operation of Deutsche Luft Hansa. The
national airline is forced to reduce its staff by 35 per cent. One of
those laid off is Otto Julius Merkel, the man responsible for the
Romar acquisition.
Erhard Milch adds Merkel’s duties to his own and becomes the
sole director of the national airline. [Irving]
Erhard Milch (1934)

Balance sheet of 1929, a fateful year.
Credit:

Debit:

Luft Hansa orders a second batch of nine
Rohrbach Ro-VIII Rolands, worth ca. one
Million mark.
April 17, 1929: record flight with Rohrbach Ro-X
Romar D-1693 “Hamburg” (carrying payload of
6450 kg to 2000 m)
June 1929: Rohrbach’s discussions with Harriman
Bank and GM in USA break down.
July 17, 1929: first flight of the Do-X, the flying
boat of Rohrbach’s major competitor Dornier on
the Bodensee.
July 19, 1929: one flying boat type Rohrbach
Romar II is ordered for France
July 22, 1929 Ro-X “Hamburg” accepted by Luft
Hansa for Ostsea trials; later for line to S.America
via Spain and Azores
August 20, 1929: long distance test flight
Rohrbach Ro-X D-1693 ‘Hamburg’ of 2700 km >>

Range of Romar is found insufficient for Atlantic
passenger service (4000 km specified)
September 10, 1929: serious accident with
Rohrbach Ro-X D-1734 ‘Bremen’.
October 21, 1929: Dornier Do-X takes off with 169
people aboard and creates sensation.
October 29, 1929: Wall St. crashes (‘Black
Thursday’)
November 18, 1929: Ro-X D-1693 ‘Hamburg’ hits
wave and sinks during take off for demonstration
flight.
December 31, 1929: Kurt Tank leaves the RMF
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1930
Economy
William L.Shirer writes:
….on October 24, 1929, the stock market in Wall Street crashed. The results in Germany were soon
felt – and disastrously. The cornerstone of German prosperity had been loans from abroad, principally
from America, and world trade. When the flow of loans dried up and repayment on the old ones
became due the German financial structure was unable to stand the strain. When world trade sagged
following the general slump, Germany was unable to export enough to pay for essential imports of the
raw materials and food which she needed. Without exports, German industry could not keep its plants
going and its production fell by almost half from 1929 to 1932. Millions were thrown out of work.
Thousands of small business enterprises went under. In May 1931, Austria’s biggest bank, the
Kreditanstalt, collapsed, and this was followed on July 13 by the failure of two of Germany’s principal
banks, the Darmstaedter and Nationalbank, which forced the government in Berlin to close down all
banks temporarily. Not even President Hoover’s initiative in establishing a moratorium on all war
debts, including German reparations, which became effective on July 6, 1931, could stem the tide. The
whole western world was stricken by forces which its leaders did not understand and which they felt
were beyond man’s control. How was it possible that suddenly there could be so much poverty, so
much human suffering, in the midst of so much plenty?
Hitler had predicted the catastrophe…

Malaise; Production of Last Orders
By the end of 1930 there are 4,4 million people out of work in Germany, or 7% of the
population.
Shipyards like Deschimag have few if any orders on the books for shipbuilding.
However, there seems to loom a market for (very) large flying boats for transatlantic service.
Several shipbuilders, among them Blohm & Voss, decide to enter this field. They start a
daughter company: “Hamburger Flugzeugbau GmbH”. [Relikte]
Rohrbach Metallflugzeugbau has not paid wages since the beginning of the year.
“Both (uninsured) damaged Romar flying boats are repatriated to Berlin. Although they
could be repaired, the necessary order is not given for lack of funds. This has certainly to do
with the fact that Luft Hansa is forced since 1929 to pursue a policy of rationalization and
limitation of size of its air fleet. The fate of the Romar flying boats in Berlin is not
known”.[Hahn]
The third DLH Romar (“Lubeck”) is last seen in Lübeck-Travemünde, awaiting an
unknown future.
Meanwhile, the second series of Roland passenger planes and the Romar II for France are
under construction in the Wedding factory. [Rohrbach may well have used parts of the
returned Romars for the French boat.]

Financial Disputes
“The decision of the Reich to terminate so abruptly the financial support of the RMF
was facilitated by the fact that Stamag was in a position [as principal shareholder] to start the
liquidation of the firm. By the end of June 1929 Stamag activated the voting rights of the
83.5% of the shares it owned and started proceedings for bankruptcy. Numerous disputes
followed, which led to the refusal of paying to Rohrbach a transition subsidy and in 1931
even to a complete refusal of all loans by the Reich.“[Budraß]
Not unimportant in these matters is the personality of Dr.Rohrbach himself. As one
author writes: ”Rohrbach’s not very sociable and often arrogant coversational tone certainly
has not contributed to solve the problems of his company”. [H.Pophanken] And according to
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one other source: “Neither the presentation of a new transoceanic flying boat, 'Ropost', nor
the threat of revealing the activities of the Reich Transport Ministry to the public, was much
of a help”. [Budraß] However, one other source reports that Adolf Rohrbach fights the RVM
decision with success in court and that he buys back his shares.16
Around this time his wife Charlotte begins to be well known as a photographer of art
and fashion in Berlin.

Table II

RMF Production 1927-1931

Type

Built Client

[H. Herb, W. Zuerl, ]
Purpose

Weight
kg

Power
Start
pk

Power
Load
kg/pk

Commercial Airplane

5300

3 x 320

5.5

Commercial
Flying Boat

9700

2 x 665

7.3

1927 Ro-VIIIa Roland I

3

D.L.H.

1927 Ro-VII Rocco

1

Germany

1928 Ro-VIIIb Roland II

9

D.L.H.

Commercial Airplane

7600

3 x 385

6.6

1928 Ro-XI Rostra

1

R.M.F.

Atlantic Flying Boat

7500

2 x 515

7.3

1929 Ro-X Romar I

3

D.L.H.

Atlantic Flying Boat

18500

3 x 750

8.2

1931 Ro-X Romar II

1

France

Atlantic Flying Boat

19700

3 x 750

8.8

1931
Economic Recession; Political Unrest
 July: American and German banks collapse and are temporarily closed; payments of
benefits to the unemployed are slashed.
 General recession.
 October: daily violence in the Berlin streets by SA and SS.

Business: Bankruptcy Imminent
April 1, 1931: there are no airplanes left in the halls of the Rohrbach works. The Romar II has
left for France and flies south along the Atlantic coast and then over land east to SaintRaphaël on the Côte d’Azure.
In vain Rohrbach proposes improvements for DLH’s third Romar machine. He even
puts forward, usuccessfully, a Romar Model IV with increased hull width and better engines
as a trans-Atlantic mail carrier (the Rohrbach “Ropost”). [During]
For the Rohrbach Metallflugzeugbau, being removed from the official list of suppliers of
the RVM and the country being in a general financial crisis, it is impossible to obtain new
orders or new loans. Also the two returned Romar boats remain unpaid by Luft Hansa and
Rohrbach is unable to pay off the Reich’s loans he received earlier.
[Open questions: Did RMF sell the firm’s buildings and ground (e.g. to Otto Julius Merkel?) Were the
proceeds used to buy back the shares from Stamag? Did Otto Rohrbach chip in?]
16
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Adolf R. accepts aircraft design projects from Avia, Prague-Čakovice, Checkoslowakia. He
also has income from (some 60) patents, which are managed for him by a Dutch company,
among which Wagner patents. He is assisted by his brother Otto Rohrbach (in charge of
financial matters) and ex-Luft Hansa director Otto Julius Merkel. [Question: Did these two
help him buy back control of his firm in 1929?]

Private Life
Adolf’s wife Charlotte Rohrbach (1902-1981) has her own income.
She is becoming more and more known in Berlin as a
photographer of art and fashion. She works frequently with the
famous sculptor Arno Breker, who, like Leni Riefenstahl, has a
certain Nazi reputation during WWII. To the Rohrbach’s circle of
friends and acquaintances belong further the financier Bogislav
von Swieykowski-Trzaska who is associated with the prominent
Westfalen industrialist and weapon baron Otto Wolff, known for
his excellent international connections. He in turn has close
relations with Hermann Göring’s half-brother (and cousin?)
Herbert Göring, a man of doubtful financial reputation who will
have amassed a fortune by the end of the war. The three men
mentioned are major shareholders of Deschimag. To the
intimitates belong, apart from Otto Rohrbach, also Fritz Rasch
(RMF manager) and Ernst Udet (popular war ace, test pilot, and
“Kunstflieger”). [ Pophanken]

Nude by Arno Breker
Photo by Charlotte
Rohrbach

Mishap
Coming from Amsterdam, a Ro-VIII Roland machine, the D-1338 of the Luft Hansa line
Berlin-London, is completely destroyed by fire after an emergency landing in Tubbergen in
the eastern part of the Netherlands. Aboard are four crew and five passengers. One of the
passengers is wounded while jumping out of the airplane before it has come to a full stop.

1932
Political Situation: Last Days of Weimar Republic
 March/April: Presidential elections in Germany. Adolf Hitler uses a Rohrbach Ro-VIII
Roland airliner from Lufthansa to campaign throughout the country. After the
elections Paul von Hindenburg remains president.
 May 30: Regierungskrise: von Papen becomes Reichskanseler (prime minister).
 July: NSDAP gets 239/680 Reichstag mandates; Hermann Goering becomes Vorsitzender (chairman) Reichstag.
 The unemployment situation is appaling. In the regio Bremen, where Deschimag is
situated, one quarter of the labor force is without work.

Competition
After a triumphant welcome of the giant Do-X flying boat in New York, its builder, Claude
Dornier, has succeeded in obtaining a loan from the General Aviation Co. (formerly the
American Fokker Co., now owned by General Motors) [Buraß]. The loan enables him to cut
the ties with the parent Zeppelin company.
The Do-X returns after two years(!), from its American voyage via the northerly Atlantic
and makes a victory tour along the major German cities. Among others it lands on the Weser
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near Bremen, where it draws the attention of the local shipyard barons who are eagerly
looking for new markets to save their struggling enterprises.

Business; End of Work
Luft Hansa’s third Romar “Lübeck”is withdrawn from service and considered a failure. A
fourth Romar boat has been completed and delivered to France. It is extensively tested by the
French, making its last flight in November, but later left to die of corrosion.[Becker, see also
Appendix] (Interestingly, the Mediterranean is more salty than the Baltic Sea. [Ricco])
The general outlook for the RMF company seems hopeless. Rohrbach‘s efforts to get a
share of the air force armament orders fail: „den Anschluß verpaßt!“ [Pophanken]
Rohrbach GmbH bankrupt. [Relikte]

Projects

Rohrbach design for Avia B-46 bomber 1932
Rohrbach’s design office works
during 1931-32 on at least three
projects for the Czech airplane
factory Avia in Prague-Čakovice.
They comprise two small
passenger planes under designation A-42 and a small bomber,
the A-46. The design work
provides much needed income
in a very difficult period. Of the
smaller of the two passenger
planes (project P-1087, 5-6
passengers, three engines) a
prototype is built by Avia, but
no production follows. Its
construction is reportedly very
“state of the art”, with circular
fuselage cross section, streamlined engine cowlings and
retractable landing gear.
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Rotary wing aircraft
In the same year Adolf Rohrbach unveils his project for a rotary-wing aircraft (‘cyclogiro’) on
which he has been working since 1926. The invention is a novel arrangement of a triad of
small wings rotating around a horizontal axis enabling the aircraft to start and land
vertically, to hover, etcetera, much as the more orthodox helicopters of today. He expects the
vehicle will revolutionize short range air traffic and requests funds to build a prototype. This
project means personally a great deal to him as it would reestablish him as an innovative
aviation pioneer.
However, the concept is controversial, not only politically, but also among aircraft
designers and aerodynamicists.
During the last six months Rohrbach has applied six times for a development subsidy, but he is
unable to find support within the tight group of decision makers at RVM...[Pophanken]

Rohrbach: project for rotary wing airplane
[Flight, March 9, 1956]:
“…Mr.W.S. Shackleton described the Rohrbach ‘paddle-wheel’helicopter in Flight of
November 2nd and 9th, 1933. The machine was known as a ‘’cyclogiro’ and was a product
of Rohrbach Metallflugzeugbau G.m.b.H.
An editorial in our issue of November 2nd, 1933, remarks that calculations made by
Dr. Rohrbach based upon tests made in Germany by the D.V.L. indicated that such a
machine, fitted with a 240 hp engine, would have a tare weight of 1,500 lb and a
disposable load of 600 lb if vertical ascent were demanded. If this were not essential, and
if a minimal speed of 13 m.p.h. could be tolerated, the load would be increased to 1,140 lb.
At 2,100 lb gross weight, estimated maximum speed was 118 m.p.h., and as the minimum
speed at this weight was 13 m.p.h., the speed range was more than 9:1.
Mr. Shackleton (whose association with Dr. Rohrbach began while the Beardmore
company was building the giant Inflexible monoplane under Rohrbach license and under
Mr. Shackleton’s supervision) himself held sole rights for the German cyclogiro in the
British empire. The project was shelved when the Rohrbach company was instructed to
proceed with sub-contract work under the Hitler regime.”
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1933
Political Situation: Transfer of Power to NSDAP
 Beginning of 1933: 6 million Germans out of work (nearly 10% of the population).
[Shirer]
 Von Papen negotiates with Hitler about a new cabinet.
 January 30: Hindenburg appoints Hitler to Reichskanseler (Prime Minister)
 February 27: Reichstag fire; elimination of Communist party in Reichstag.
 Machtübernahme der Nationalsozialisten.
 Establishment of the ‘Reichskommissariats für die Luftfahrt’, later ‘Reichsluftfahrtministerium’ [Pophanken] .The Nazi’s want with priority a powerful aviation industry
in order to create in a short time a modern air force.

Competition
The newly formed Reichsluftfahrtministerium (RLM) supports in principle the plans of the
shipyards to enter the airplane sector. RLM seeks to establish a group of subcontracting firms
that manufactures aircraft and aircraft parts under license, in this way extending the sector’s
production capacity and making it less vulnerable in case of war. However, the start-up
problems are serious: it takes a considerable effort to re-train skilled labor from shipbuilding
to airplane building. There is also uncertainty whether the yards will not soon be claimed
again for building large ships and submarines for the Kriegsmarine. The A.G.’Weser’
(Deschimag) shipyard, however, is an acute victim of the economical crisis and its
management is urgently looking for work in new fields. In August a combined delegation of
RLM and the Junkers company visits A.G.’Weser’ for an exchange of views. Junkers, however,
is reticent and shows little interest in cooperation. [Relikte] As it turns out they are already
close to a deal with the shipyard Blohm & Voss. [Pophanken]
A.G.’Weser’ (Deschimag) then renews contacts of its own with Adolf Rohrbach. [Pophanken]
From this point on, serious and continuous studies are made as to how the Rohrbach Werke can be
made to fit into the A.G.’Weser’.
October 18 1933: The nestor of German aviation, Prof. Hugo
Junkers, who is a pacifist and who has sofar out of principle
refused to bend to the dictates of the Reichsluftfahrtministerium,
is forced, during a “Nacht und Nebel” operation, to relinquish
ownership of his patents and his enterprises. He is banned from
the city of Dessau, the seat of the Junkers aircraft factories, to
Bayrischzell, where he dies one and a half years later on his
birthday, February 3, 1935, at the age of 76. The elimination of the
headstrong old gentleman, an obstacle to the plans of the RLM,
has been masterminded and directed by Erhard Milch, his former
adjunct. [Pophanken] The Junkers works are now under complete
control of the Nazi government and are being reorganized for the
accelerated production of military aircraft in the rearmament
program of the Luftwaffe.
Prof Hugo Junkers (1859-1935)

Business Outlook
“...vom Fiskus (Reich) empfohlenen Liquidierung der Firma Rohrbach….“ [D.Biogr:]
Things look very bleak indeed for Adolf Rohrbach. Hitler’s men have taken over complete control, both of Lufthansa (previously called: Luft Hansa) and of the Reichsverkehrsministerium. The whole top of the aviation world is in the hands of Hermann Göring and his
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World War I compatriots. His comrade flight-observer Erhard Milch (formerly director DLH)
is now his first deputy and Staatssekretär in charge of aircraft procurement at the newly
formed Reichsluftfahrtministerium and will eventually be promoted to Generalfeldmarschall.
As the Nazi’s grip on the economy grows ever tighter, Rohrbach’s relations with the
officials deteriorate further:
“For the reasons already mentioned, Dr. Rohrbach is unable to restore good relations with the
relevant agencies of the Reich. This does not change after the political changes of 1933. Partly this
may be so because the contact persons in the Lufthansa and the Ministeries remained practically the
same, partly because Dr. Rohrbach did not really welcome the new political direction.” [H.Herb]
In truth, Dr. Rohrbach has come to the end of his possibilities. Although he has landed
a minor contract for the fabrication of bomb racks, there is no longer a prospect for operating
an [independent] aircraft factory that produces its own designs. He can only prevent the
immediate closure of his firm by personally guaranteeing its debts. This, together with his
extravagant manner of living, will make him insolvent to the end of his days. [Pophanken]
For months he has been searching desperately for a potential partner with an interest in and
a capacity for diversification or merger. He and his fellow directors have approached to no
avail Focke-Wulf, Adler (Fahrzeugbau), Karosseriefabrik Ambi-Budd, the Thyssen-Konzern,
BMW, Argus Motor and Henschel-Flugzeug-Werken in Kassel and Berlin.
At the end of February, Milch informs his former colleague of the Board of Directors of
Lufthansa Otto Merkel: “We recommend bankruptcy for the Rohrbach Metall-Flugzeugbau”.[Budraß]
There are urgent appeals to Reichsminister Hermann Göring regarding the financial situation of
RMF and its possible reinstatement on the list of airplane suppliers of the RLM. [Arch. Berlin]

Locations of Deschimag (Weserflug AG) in Bremen
source: Relikte.com
At the end of 1933 Deschimag receives via RLM a first order from Dornier-Friedrichshafen for
the licence production of thirty Do-11 bomber tail assemblies. It urgently needs aviation
production expertise and approaches once more Rohrbach. Messrs Stapelfeldt and Feilcke of
Deschimag restart the negotiations.
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Deschimag proposals now get a more definite form: it will lease the Berlin RMF facilities.
The Rohrbach brothers, plus Merkel and Rasch will direct the aviation activities, together
with Fritz Feilcke of Deschimag. Herbert Göring and Ernst Glässel are proposed as members
of the Board of Trustees. The portfolio of Adolf Rohrbach is under discussion. Deschimag
seeks his production experience, while Rohrbach himself prefers a creative role in aircraft
design. He does realize, however, that under the present circumstances the chances of
obtaining design and development contracts from the RLM are very slim. The proposals are
kept under consideration.

Blohm & Voss
Dr.-Ing. Richard Vogt, who has had a career rather similar to Adolf Rochrbach’s, returns after ten
years from Japan, where he has designed airplanes for Kawasaki. He takes up a position with
Hamburger Flugzeugbau (Blohm & Voss) as Chief Design Engineer. Thanks to him Blohm & Voss is
able to supply the German air force and navy with a number of remarkable aircraft and the firm is
thereafter treated by the Reichsluftfahrtministerium as a so-called ‘Konzernwerk’ with permission to
develop own designs.[See INTERLUDE, page 47-48]

1934
Political Situation; Reckoning
 Politically the situation becomes very grim. The night of June 30 is known as the Night
of the Long Knives. Hundreds of rivals to Hitler’s power are murdered by the SS, among
which SA Chief of Staff Ernst Röhm, the former Chairman of the Reichstag von
Schleicher and NSDAP organizer Gregor Strasser.
 August 2: Death of von Hindenburg. Adolf Hitler succeeds him and becomes the
‘Führer’ of das Deutsche Reich.

Business; Merger
Deschimag/Weser experiences major problems with the start-up of the assembly of the Dornier
Do-11 tailplanes and revitalizes the contacts with Adolf Rohrbach [Pophanken]. RMF’s
participation will ensure the specialized know-how of production techniques, drawing,
documentation and operation of machine tools which has been lacking sofar at Weserflug.
[Relikte] This time Dr. Rohrbach agrees in principle to the merger.
As a result, on April 14, ‘Weser Flugzeugbau GmbH’ (WFG, ‘Weserflug’) is formally founded. It
encompasses Rohrbach Metalflugzeugbau, whose debts will be taken over, although Dr. Rohrbach’s
functions are not exactly defined.
Directors will be Messrs. Feilcke (Deschimag), Rasch (RMF, formerly Zeppelin) and Dr.
Adolf Rohrbach. The latter, who categorically refuses a function in production, is appointed
Director of Design. [Relikte]. Herbert Goering (half brother/cousin of Hermann Goering) is
Chairman of the Board.17 (Among the eight members of the Board are Stapelfeldt
(Deschimag) en Merkel (RMF).
‘Weserflug’ will have more than one working location. The RMF-works in BerlinWedding is leased by ‘Weserflug’ and will form a part of the consortium under the name
‘Weserflug Werk Rohrbach’, managed by Adolf Rohrbach. [Pophanken]. His own design office
(Konstruktionsburo) is also located there.
In the summer of 1934, at the insistence of the Reichsluftfahrtministerium, a reconciliation between Rohrbach and Dornier is effected to ensure fruitful future cooperation.
RLM agrees to include from now on Werk Rohrbach in Wedding in its central Planning for Aircraft Poduction, thereby ensuring new work for the Rohrbach factory. [Hahn]
17)

New companies entering the aircraft production sector are obliged to have one family member of
Hermann Goering on the Board of Directors [Budraß].
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Travel Plans
In the winter of 1934/35 Adolf Rohrbach gives serious thought to moving to Japan in order to design
there dive bombers for the military.[Hahn] The reaction of Erhard Milch is quoted to have
been: “Let him go, he may learn something while abroad”. [Pophanken]

1935
Politics: Armament
March 16 Germany introduces universal conscription and announces the forming of
an army of 36 divisions.

Project
As one of the first projects at Weserflug, Rohrbach is
asked to re-design the wings of the somewhat
obsolete Dornier Do-23 bomber, that are plagued by
flutter problems. This project is completed
satisfactorily, but the undercarriage of the test aircraft
collapses even before take off. After this mishap, the
modifications are not taken into production [were the
wings too heavy? was there sabotage?].

Expansion at Weserflug

Dornier Do-23

In the beginning of 1935 Weserflug receives several major orders for fuselages and
wings.[Relikte] It concerns additional fuselages of the Do 13 for Blohm & Voss as well as a
large number of wing sections, engine mountings and tail assemblies of the Ju W 34. Being
planned is also the production of parts for the highly modern Ju 86 bomber. All these
activities need extensive schooling and training facilities in and around Bremen. Apparently
RLM has big plans for Weserflug. The total order book now
amounts to 2.4 M Reichsmark, of which 0.9 M Rm for Werk
Rohrbach, which employs 247 workers.
As the German army staff is busy dismantling the
Versailles agreements, there is fear for possible Allied
countermeasures. Otto Rohrbach supervises the building of a socalled “shadow” factory of Weserflug in Delmenhorst near
Bremen, that has to be able to take over production from the
main works in case of war damage.
The facilities of Weserflug need to be expanded with
priority as the Deschimag shipyards have insufficient factory
space. On February 13 Reichsminister Hermann Goering himself
pays a visit to Bremen during which he decrees among others
Hermann Goering, 1932 that Weserflug shall get its own airfield, so that it can perform
test flights after final assembly. Immediately west of the town of
Bremen, a suitable location is found in the rural area of Lemwerder on the left bank of the
Weser. Subassemblies and complete airplanes are to be transported between factory
locations by means of river barges. Adolf Rohrbach is put in charge of converting the defunct
Frerichs Werft in Einswarden (Nordenham) for the production of airplane floats for Heinkel
seaplanes and later for complete airplanes. At first these floats of special seawater resistant
aluminum, would have been built in the Rohrbach-Werke in Berlin, but that space is needed
to build bomb racks and bomb shells. In December the production in Einswarden starts.
As a matter of fact, RLM prepares to move the Rohrbach-Werke out of Berlin completely and use the facilities for the “Fertigungsgeräte GmbH”, a Reich’s company producing
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templates and jigs for the assembly of aircraft parts. Adolf Rohrbach prefers to transfer his
design group to Dessau to work together with the Junkers factory, but receives orders to
move to the marshy meadows and airfield of Lemwerder instead. The move has to be effected
by April 1936, but is not finalized until the end of that year.[Pophanken]

Map showing Bremen, Delmenhorst, Lemwerder
and Nordenham. [RB-DESKKARTwww.welt-atlas.de]
Adolf Rohrbach’s performance as a production director is severely criticized. Many
orders are delivered late, which leads to friction with RLM and clients like Blohm & Voss. In
view of RLM’s plans to trust Weserflug with the exclusive total production of the Ju 87 Stuka
dive bombers, one Max Wrba, manager from Heinkel, is hired to take over the supervision of
license production. Adolf Rohrbach has a low opinion of the quality of the products of his
competitors (“Mere patch work! Flickarbeiten! Eggs hatched by the competition!”). In 1937
the production of the Stuka’s will be entrusted to Hermann Mierzinsky, a Junkers manager.
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1936
Politics: Show of Power
 March 7 - German troops occupy the Rhein.
 August 1 to 16 Olympic Summer games in Berlin, used for Nazi propaganda.
 Ernst Udet is appointed General-Luftzeugmeister at the Reichsluftfahrtministerium in
charge of selection and production of airplane types for the Luftwaffe.

Ernst Udet, (1896-1941)
War Ace, Test Pilot,
Idol of the Public.
At left: as a young man.
At right: promoted to GeneralLuftzeugmeister (1936)

The Economy of the Third Reich
…The foundation of Hitler’s success in the first years rested not only on his triumphs in
foreign affairs, which brought so many bloodless conquests, but Germany’s economic
recovery, which in party circles and even among some economists abroad was hailed as a
miracle. And indeed, it might have seemed so to a good many people. Unemployment, the
curse of the Twenties and early Thirties, was reduced, as we have seen, from six million in
1932 to less than a million four years later. National production rose 102 per cent from 1932
to 1937 and the national income was doubled. To an observer, Germany in the mid-Thirties
seemed like one vast beehive. The wheels of industry were humming and everybody was as
busy as a bee.
Nazi economic policies, which were largely determined by Dr. Schacht, […]. were
devoted largely to putting the unemployed back to work by means of greatly expanded
public works and the stimulation of private enterprise. Government credit was furnished by
the creation of special unemployment bills and tax relief was generously given to firms
which raised their capital expenditures and increased employment.
But the real basis for Germany’s recovery was rearmament, to which the Nazi regime
directed the energies of business and labor – as well as of the generals – from 1934 on….
All of Schacht’s admitted wizardry in finance was put to work to pay for getting the
Third Reich ready for war. Printing banknotes was merely one of his devices. He
manipulated the currency with such legerdemain that at one time it was estimated by foreign
economists to have 237 different values. He negotiated amazingly profitable (for Germany)
barter deals with dozen of countries and to the astonishment of orthodox economists
successfully demonstrated that the more you owed a country the more business you did
with it. [Shirer, p. 258]
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Full Production at Weserflug
As of this year Weserflug builds complete military aircraft. It delivers: 76 Sea Reconnaissance
planes Heinkel He-60, 80 Heinkel He-114, 320 Junkers J34, 122 flying boats Dornier Do-18
and 64 long distance reconnaissance planes Blohm & Voss BV138 (design Richard Vogt). At
the end of 1936 Weserflug gets to prepare for the exclusive production of dive bombers
Junkers Ju-87 Stuka. [Relikte]
Rohrbach Werk is relocated from Berlin-Wedding to the bucolic location of Lemwerder a/d Weser
near Bremen. Rohrbach’s Design group is also moved (under protest) to this location. [Relikte]

Rohrbach Projects
At the request of the RLM, Rohrbach’s design group takes over and completes the work on
the prototype of a small STOL liaison
airplane
being
developed
by
Messerschmitt (Bayerische Flugzeugwerke). BFW is participating with this
airplane, the Bf-163, in a national design
competition for a light miliary aircraft of
this class. The design is completed but
BFW has no production capacity due to
urgent orders for its Bf-109 fighters.
Rohrbach
accepts
the
request
reluctantly. He doesn’t think much of
the work completed sofar (“tinkering!”)
and he replaces the wings with ones of
his own design. They are remarkable in
the fact that the angle of attack can be
adjusted by the pilot before take off
through an angle of 12 degrees. At the
end of the day, however, the Rohrbach
airplane is 200 kg heavier than the
original design. Also the project is
severely delayed by the fact that the
engineering office is being moved from
Berlin to the airfield Lemwerder. The
Rohrbach entry is only submitted in
The Weser/Messerschmitt Bf-163
1938 and by this time RLM has long
made up its mind and has selected the Fieseler Fi-156 Storch as the standard liaison aircraft for
the Luftwaffe.
Milch at RLM refuses further funds for development of Adolf Rohrbach’s rotary wing airplane.
[Pophanken]
Rohrbach’s design group, which has been strengthened by Dipl.Ing Hellmut Herb, makes
during this same period detailed designs for a number of airplanes, among which Project
2137, a double boomed attack aircraft similar to the Fokker G-1 and the Lockheed P-38
Lightning (see next page). There is also a lighter version intended as a reconnaissance plane.
Neither proposal is accepted by the RLM.
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Rohrbach Weser Project 2137
Nor are projects approved for passenger aircraft for Lufthansa or for two large flying
boats (with six and respectively eight engines) as long distance transport planes. These latter
designs (with a gross weight up to 125 tons!) have been worked out in detail by Dipl. Ing.
Herb and show that the vision (or dream?) of participating in the field of intercontinental air
transport has not been wholly given up by Rohrbach, nor by Weserflug.
The design group does demonstrate its practical value when, from time to time, it is
asked to make major modifications to aircraft that are built under license. This helps to
establish Weserflug as a reliable and capable production (sub)contractor. The RLM, however,
is unwilling to give it a role in aircraft development and grant it the status of ‘Konzernwerk’.

Rohrbachs Umlaufflügelflugzeug
The WP1003/1 is one more example
of a project of the Rohrbach design group
that is turned down and that does not
receive further development funds. It is a
highly original concept for an aircraft with
large propellers, that can be tilted in
vertical position for vertical takeoff and
landing.
Fifty years later the US Boeing
company will try to make this difficult
concept work with its Boeing V-22 Osprey.
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1937
End of era
 January 30, Germany withdraws its signatures from the Treaty of Versailles and
declares the treaty ended. [Roberts]
 April 26, twenty one airplanes of the German Luftwaffe drop incendiary bombs on
Guernica during the Spanish Civil War, killing 200 to 300 civilians.
 December: the first Ju-87 Stuka dive bomber is delivered by Weserflug. [Relikte]

Career
It comes as no surprise that during a management reorganization Dr. Adolf Rohrbach’s
position on the organization chart sinks to a rather subordinate level, from ‘Konstruktionsdirector’ to ‘Betriebsleiter Lemwerder’. The company also decides that it can no longer grant
loans to Adolf Rohrbach to cover his personal debts.
Weserflug had acquired with the acquisition of the RMF mostly its liabilities. It now
cannot and will not finance these any longer. At first it seems as if Hermann Goering,
Reichsminister der Luftfahrt, wants to settle personally the debts of Rohrbach and his factory,
but as it becomes clear that a considerable fortune is involved (five millions in business and
several hundred thousands privately) the idea is given up. [Pophanken]
In a certain way both parties are locked in a grim pas de deux: Adolf Rohrbach cannot
leave Weserflug as it is the only one that is willing to provide him with a fixed income.
Weserflug cannot afford to let its prominent employee slide off into bankruptcy. As it
turns out later, his personal debts may have amounted to a total close to 400,000 RM.
“For Berlin-Wedding the Rohrbach Era has ended. The factory, which had in 1935 still fifty
workers, is liquidated and is taken over by the ‘Luftfahrtkantor GmbH’“. [Hahn]
The departure from the beloved city of Berlin symbolizes in a general sense the end of
an era in which aviation’s course was determined by visionary, highly gifted pioneers. Very
often these same pioneers faced, after their initial success, the formidable task of building up
a viable industrial enterprise. It turned out in Germany, but not only there, that, as time went
on, the original founders had to rely more and more on government orders and support. In
the end they became completely dependant on this support and lost their freedom of action.
The ‘New Order’ is one of government-directed rearmament, specialization and highpressure mass production. The solo-entrepreneur with his band of dedicated workers is
replaced by an efficient industrial organization in which professional managers delegate
tasks to engineers, financial experts, communicators, administrators, production staff and
test pilots. In this military-industrial environment there is no place left for the headstrong,
lone individual who wants to follow his own creative course.
“It takes several years before all claims are settled. Rohrbach Metall-Flugzeugbau is stricken
from the Handelsregister (Trade Register) on December 31, 1941.” [Hahn]

1938
Into the Night
 March 12/13 - Germany announces 'Anschluss' (union) with Austria.
 September – Chamberlain goes to Germany to talk with Adolf Hitler
 October 15 - German troops occupy the Sudetenland; Czech government resigns
 November 8/9 – Kristallnacht
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At the end of this year Weserflug Lemwerder assumes responsibility for the complete
Junkers Stuka production. During the war 3720 machines of this type will be made. In
parallel facilities at Berlin Tempelhof another 2020 units are produced, mostly by slave
labour. [Relikte]
The organizational structure of Weserflug evolves accordingly. By the end of the 1930’s it
employs more than 8000 people in and around Bremen. Weserflug is tightly organized and run
professionally. Where initially Adolf Rohrbach and his small group are needed to teach the
shipbuilders the ins and outs of airplane building, after a short time the need for this
diminishes and the Rohrbach group loses its immediate utility.
Nor has Dr. Rohrbach proven to be a very useful go-between with the Reichsluftfahrtministerium. Except for Ernst Udet he has few friends there. RLM’s policy limits the number
of aircraft firms that are allowed to create new types to the so-called ‘Konzernwerke’. To the
select few belong Junkers, Dornier, Focke-Wulf, Heinkel, Messerschmitt, Henschel, Blohm &
Voss and a few others, but not Weserflug. Thus there is in this firm no place left for visionary
ideas and intensive development programs. By 1938 there rests for Dr. Rohrbach no more
than a staff function in the organization.
To a certain extent this is due to the man himself. He sees himself as a pioneer and
aviation authority par excellence and he is not inclined to compete for a position for himself as
a director in a mere production organization. He is certainly not inclined to lead the
production of constructions that he considers poorly conceived. He is scornful of the
accomplishments of colleague/competitors like Junkers, Dornier and Messerschmitt.
At the outset, Weserflug considers Dr. Adolf Rohrbach’s presence an asset because of
his qualities and his great reputation. The company is even willing to take over the debts of
his company and of himself. After a few years, however, the association has become a
burden to both.

The Junkers Ju-87 Stuka in series production at Weserflug
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Production Weserflug 1935 to 1944/45
(based on H.Pophanken, p.53 .)
license production
He 60 airplanes
Ju 86 wing parts
He 50, He 59, He 60 tail assy’s
W 34 wings, landing gear, tail assy’s
He 51, He 59, He 60 floats
FW 44 fuel tanks
Ju W 34 airplanes
Do 18 flying boats
Ju 87 (Stuka) in Bremen
Ju 87 (Stuka) in Berlin Tempelhof
He 114
Do-18 flying boats
BV 138 flying boats (design Vogt)
FW 190 fighter (design Tank)
Fa 223
Fa 330
Ju 388
FW 200 wings (Tank)
FW 190 fuselages (Tank)
Do 18 wings
Ju 388 wings
Ju 290 fuselages
modification of aircraft
Ju 52 to multipurpose a/c
Ju 52 to glider towplanes
Ju 86
to testbed for engines
building of prototypes
Do 23 H wings (Rohrbach)
Bf 163 (Rohrbach)
We 271 V1 in 1939 (Rohrbach)
BV 238 V2 in 1944/1945 (Vogt)
Do 318 V1 in 1944/1945
major repairs
mainly Ju W 34
Ju 52, Ju W 34, Do 18, Do 24 and
BV 138, FW 190

year 1935
76
24
147
64
53
240
185

112
11

year 1936
24
8

1937 and after until 1944/45

10
135
32
70

300
10

3720
2020
80
122
64
224
34
100
10
211
898
58
?
4
600
200
many

5
2
1
1
1
20
1600

Note
As the figures show, Weserflug played a major role in the German aircraft production of
the Second World War. After the war Weserflug merged with Focke-Wulf and became the
“Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke” (VFW). After a number of years a second merger was
effected, this time with the Dutch Fokker BV. This combination was not viable and VFW was
amalgamated with Messerschmidt Bölkow and later with DASA.
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INTERLUDE: Dr.-Ing. Adolf Rohrbach’s Peers
1938
pioneer flight
On Thursday Augustus 11, 1938, the Focke-Wulf Fw200 “CONDOR” flies non-stop from Staaken, Berlin
to Long Island, USA to deliver the mail. The
modern airliner returns during the weekend that
follows. The landing at Berlin Tempelhof is highly
symbolic: it is, after a lifetime, the resurrection of
the Staaken E 4-20 in a youthful, definitive form;
designed not by Adolf Rohrbach, but by his onetime apprentice and successor: Kurt Tank.

Shortcomings
If we analyze the shortcomings of
Adolf Rohrbach’s designs following
his 1919 E.4/20, two major factors
catch the eye:
1) the non-availibility of sufficiently
powerful engines in the 1920’s and
2) the lack of attention to the role of
drag in airplane performance.
In the Thirties the Americans find
the solution to these problems in the
combination of:
 powerful and dependable lightThe Sikorsky S-42B (1936)
weight air-cooled radial engines
with streamlined nacelles, mounted in the wing nose ,
 streamlined fuselages, and, most important of all:
 variable pitch propellers, (Sikorsky S-42 in 1934)
The tragedy of Adolf Rohrbach is that by the time these major improvements are
available, he has lost all credit with the banks and with the Reichsluftfahrtministerium. There
is no way left he can pursue his dream of building a superior airliner to cross the Atlantic.

The Remarkable Career of Richard Vogt
The life of airplane designer Richard Vogt shows remarkable points of
contact with Adolf Rohrbach. Richard Vogt is born in 1894 in
Schwäbisch Gmünd, a town in the Kingdom of Württemberg. When at
high school, he meets by chance Ernst Heinkel and receives his first
aeronautical experience, which arouses his enthusiasm for flying. In
1912, when he is 18 years old, Vogt builds his first airplane... With the
outbreak of World War I two years later, he enlists in the ranks of the
German Empire. However, he is injured in action and returns home.
Then he receives his pilot training in Halberstadt. After completing the
course in August 1916, he joins the Zeppelin works in Friedrichshafen
where he becomes the protégé of Claude Dornier. After the war he
completes within two years a study at the Technische Hochschule in
Stuttgart. Until 1922 he is an assistant to Prof. Baumann at the ‘Institut

Dr.-Ing. Richard Vogt
(1894-1979)
He died in Santa Barbara,
CA
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für Luft- und Kraftfahrwesen’. While there, he applies for his first patent and completes his
doctoral thesis. [de.Wiki]
After a brief stay in Italy, he joins from 1923 to 1933 on behalf of Claude Dornier the
Kawasaki Co. near Kobe in Japan, which company builds Dornier airplanes under license. He
becomes in the end their Chief Engineer, designing a number of important aircraft.

BV-222 ‘Wiking’ (1940)
In 1933 he receives the offer of Blohm & Voss in Hamburg to become Head of Design for
aircraft. His second design is the Ha-137 flying boat which features the for him characteristic
continuous tubular wing spar with integrated fuel tank. Also such successful types as the BV
138, Ha 139, Ha 140, BV 141 and the giant flying boats BV 222 and BV 238 are built under his
direction. The P 200 project for an eight-engine flying boat with 8000 km range cannot be
realized. [de.Wiki]
It is indeed ironic to consider that, while in 1938 Rohrbach can do no more than building a very
small experimental flying boat (the We-271, see page 49), Richard Vogt is designing a mighty transAtlantic ship. Its specs are remarkably similar to those of the original Dornier Do-X: it shall be
capable of flying 20 passengers in sleeping accommodation non-stop from Hamburg to New
York. It will be larger than the only boat in regular trans-Atlantic service at that time, the
Boeing Model-314 Clipper. Truly revolutionary is the wing of the BV-222, with a span of 46
meter and a constant chord of 5.5 m. Vogt is using his unique spar construction, not a box
spar like Rohrbach, but a large steel tube with a constant diameter of 1.45 m. This “spine”
carries directly the six engines and serves at the same time as a huge fuel container.

COMPARISON
Rohrbach Ro-X
‘Romar’
Dornier
‘Do-X’
Sikorsky S-42
‘Clipper’
Boeing Model 314
‘Clipper’
Blohm&Voss BV-222
‘Wiking’

Weight –
Gross kg

1928

18500

60%

37

109

3 x750

8.2

1929

48000

59%

48

107

12x525

7.6

1934

19150

57%

36

153

4x750

6.4

1938

38140

58%

46

143

4x1600

6.0

1940

49000

62%

46

179

6x1200

6.8

END OF INTERLUDE

Own Span Wingload Engines
Wgt
m
kg/m2
no x hp

Powerload
kg/hp

Year
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1939
Political Situation: War + Annihilation
 January 30 - Hitler threatens the annihilation of the Jewish race in Reichstag speech.
 March 15/16 - Nazis take Czechoslovakia.
 March 28 - Spanish Civil war ends.
 May 22 - Nazis sign 'Pact of Steel' with Italy.
 August 23 – non-aggression pact signed by von Ribbentrop in Moscow
 September 1 – Hitler enters Poland; beginning of World War II

Projects

Rohrbachs WFG We-271 amphibian
Of all projects that Rohrbach’s design group calculates and draws between 1936 and 1939, it
is only the WFG We-271, a two-engine amphibian aircraft, that actually comes to realization.
The authorization to proceed has been given by Ernst Udet himself, maybe as an act of
friendship because of good old times.[?] Rohrbach likes the aircraft to be designated ‘WeRo271’ but this proposal is rejected.
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Exploded view of the Rohrbach wing construction,
showing the box girder and segmented assembly.
The craft has been designed to specifications for an amphibious liaison aircraft for four
persons18 and is first tested on April 17, 1939. It carries the typical rectangular wing of
Rohrbach’s box girder design and the characteristic deep bearing side floats on both sides of
the hull. The engines are mounted flush in the leading edge and as the wing is level straight,
the propellers come close to the water surface. Although many model tests have been made
to prove that this will work, in practice it does not.
On June 28, 1939 during take off and landing trials at sea, the aircraft produces giant clouds of
spray, affecting the operation of the engines adversely. The design must be considered a failure. The
Luftwaffe does not finance further work. Weserflug’s (Rohrbach’s) design group is dissolved by the
end of 1943. [Relikte]

The We 271 V1 in choppy water

18)

One source states that the We-271 is intended as a gift to Generalfeldmarschall Hermann Goering
to facilitate his travels in the German Empire after the war (!)[Zuerl]
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On July 6, 1939, Dr. Adolf Rohrbach suddenly dies in Kampen, during a vacation with his
wife on the Island of Sylt.
Reflecting on his career and the difficulties he encountered during the last ten years
of his life, one cannot help but think that his early death is not a natural one…
†

Not only the recent unfortunate sea trials of the We-271, but his total dire
financial situation, the escalating discord with the Nazi leaders, his loss of function at
‘Weserflug’, his lack of success in design in comparison with the products of his
peers, the increasing threat of war, all of these circumstances may well have
generated in him a feeling of profound depression and despair.
The newspaper announcements differ on the cause of his death (‘heart attack’ vs.
‘stroke’). One of his sisters reports later that the authorities refused to give her access
to the official documents.
There are sufficient grounds not to exclude the possibility of suicide. The suicide
may have been by his own decision or ‘suggested’ by the Nazi leaders, who, as is
well known, played a shady role in the deaths of such prominent men as Ernst Udet,
Hans Jeschonnek and Erwin Rommel. The intimate involvement of Göring and Milch in
Rohrbach’s financial affairs is in this respect rather ominous.
Although there is no direct proof and no suicide note has been reported to exist,
in family circles close to Dr. Adolf Rohrbach, the feeling lives that the Nazi’s have
had a direct hand in the sudden death of their beloved brother and uncle. Some have
even dared to call it murder.19

Condolences
Flight Magazine, GB, July 1939

Obituary
AVIATION circles the world over learned with deep regret
of the death in Berlin last week of Dr. Adolph Rohrbach,
the famous German aircraft designer, at the early age of 51.
Dr. Rohrbach's aeronautical career dates back to the early
days of flying. For a period both he and Dr. Claude Dornier
were in the employ of the Zeppelin company, and while Dornier
specialised, at quite an early date, in the design of flying boats,
Rohrbach concentrated on landplanes, of which he designed a
considerable number of types. He was always rather ahead
of his time, and it should be placed to his credit, now that he
is no longer among us, that as early as 1917 he designed the
big four-engine Zeppelin-Staaken cantilever monoplane, which
was possibly too far advanced for the time, but which would
not look out-of-date at the present time.

19

) http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diskussion:Adolf_Rohrbach
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It should equally be placed to the discredit of the Allies that,
at the end of the war,
that machine was ordered by the Inter-Allied Air Commission
to be broken up, a wanton and senseless piece of work which
only people devoid of vision could have sanctioned.
Shortly after the war Adolph Rohrbach formed his own
company and began the design and manufacture of landplanes
and seaplanes. The forerunner of the former was the Roland,
and of the latter the Romar. Dr. Rohrbach should go down
to history as the champion of high wing loadings. In this,
as in so many other things, he was ahead of his time. He
used high wing loadings in the days before high-lift devices
made them really practicable, but he did produce machines
which had high operating speeds.
In the days when Wm. Beardmore and Co., Ltd., ran an aircraft
department, they secured the British rights in the Rohrbach
monoplane, the British version of which became known as
the Inflexible (nicknamed by the A.I.D. the " B r i t t l e , " because
a thing which was inflexible must be brittle).
In the flying boat field Rohrbach's name will always be
associated with hulls of narrow beam and great depth—the
" plank-on-edge " idea of yachting applied to flying boats.
In Adolph Rohrbach the aviation world has lost a brilliant
man. Let us honour his memory not only for the work he did
after the war, but equally for that which he did while he was
our enemy.

Commentary
BY BARELY TWO MONTHS, ADOLF ROHRBACH MISSES BEING LABELED ‘ENEMY’ AGAIN.
FOR HIM NO MORE GOTHA BOMBERS, NOR ROHRBACH BOMBERS, CERTAINLY NO STUKAS.
HE ALSO ESCAPES THE AVRO LANCASTERS AND THE BOEING B-17s.
NOR SHALL HE HAVE ANY TIES WITH FORCED LABOR IN LEMWERDER AND TEMPELHOF,
OR THE HORROR OF BUCHENWALD AND DORA.
HOW FORTUNATE HE IS.
HE FINDS, JUST IN TIME, SILENCE ON SYLT, PEACE THEREAFTER.
gjs
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Kurt Tank:
“Dr. Adolf Rohrbach war geistig ein äußerst zielstrebiger, aber als Mensch ein
sehr zierlicher, sehr liebenswürdiger und eigentlich immer heiterer Mann, von
einer übermäßig bescheidenen Höflichkeit. Ich selbst habe von Rohrbach nie ein
scharfes, ungeduldiges oder auch nur antreibendes Wort gehört, er hat mich
immer gewähren lassen und mich damit - ob bewußt oder unbewußt, das kann
ich nicht sagen - im stärksten Ausmaße gefördert, mein Verantwortungsgefühl
verselbständigt...”

Rohrbachs’ grave stone
(by Arno Breker)
Berlin, Südwestkirchhof
[ from Wikimedia Commons
Suedwestkirchhof21.jpg ]
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Epilogue
In 1942 Martin Bormann, Reichsleiter, inquires at the RLM how Charlotte, widow of Adolf
Rohrbach, provides in her living expenses. Apparently she works as a photographer as she
has no other income:
“...Dann ist eine Anfrage von Reichsleiter Bormann gekommen, ob ich wusste, das die
Witwe von Rohrbach, da sie kein anderes Einkommen habe, ihren Lebensunterhalt durch
Photographieren verdiene. Wer weiß darüber Bescheid?“
(Bruckner [antwortet]: „Es soll bei LF sein!)“
„Also stellen Sie einmal fest, in welchen Verhältnissen Frau Rohrbach lebt und was
sie...“
[Georg Hentschel: “Die Geheimen Konferenzen des Generalluftzeugmeisters“, page 52; Bernard &
Graefe, 1989]
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Appendix
1931-1932 - The French Rohrbach Ro-X Romar II

A. The French Romar on beaching wheels at the Navy yard in St. Raphael
At the French naval yard of St. Raphael, the Romar monoplane cantilever wing contrasts with
the French biplane hydravions in the background. Note the thickness of the wing at the root, and the
opened port side engine cowling. The engines have pusher propellers facing to the rear. The white
rectangular boxes on the front of the engines are cooling radiators. The Romar will be studied in
France among others by engineers of ‘Loire Aviation’, builders of flying boats and direct competitors
of Rohrbach Metall-flugzeugbau.
B.: Starboard wing with one section of
the leading edge and a narrower section of
the trailing edge removed, affording a clear
view of the central rectangular box spar. The
big spar is built from plate material with
upright I beams at the front and back
(“Wagner” - beams). with carefully spaced
vertical stiffeners, The box spar is at this
location of full plate material, creating an
airtight compart-ment in the wing. (The white
box-like struc-ture below the wing houses
large metal double wheels used for beaching
the flying boat, as shown in A.)

C.: This view shows the very pointed bow
and spacious glazed-in cockpit of the Romar.
Also visible are the frontal struts for the
center engine. Note their remarkable size and
streamlined cross section.

[based on Philippe Ricco’s article in Avions,
nr.86 (5,2000)]

B. French Romar: view of interior of wing

C. French Romar: view of bow, cockpit, center
engine strut

